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Abstract
Due to the daily rapid growth of the information, there are considerable needs to extract and
discover valuable knowledge from data sources such as the World Wide Web. Most of the common
techniques in text mining are based on the statistical analysis of a term either word or phrase.
These techniques consider documents as bags of words and pay no attention to the meanings of the
document content. In addition, statistical analysis of a term frequency captures the importance
of the term within a document only. However, two terms can have the same frequency in their
documents, but one term contributes more to the meaning of its sentences than the other term.
Therefore, there is an intensive need for a model that captures the meaning of linguistic utterances
in a formal structure. The underlying model should indicate terms that capture the semantics of
text. In this case, the model can capture terms that present the concepts of the sentence, which
leads to discover the topic of the document.
A new concept-based model that analyzes terms on the sentence, document and corpus levels
rather than the traditional analysis of document only is introduced. The concept-based model
can effectively discriminate between non-important terms with respect to sentence semantics and
terms which hold the concepts that represent the sentence meaning.
The proposed model consists of concept-based statistical analyzer, conceptual ontological graph
representation, concept extractor and concept-based similarity measure. The term which con-
tributes to the sentence semantics is assigned two different weights by the concept-based statistical
analyzer and the conceptual ontological graph representation. These two weights are combined
into a new weight. The concepts that have maximum combined weights are selected by the concept
extractor. The similarity between documents is calculated based on a new concept-based similar-
ity measure. The proposed similarity measure takes full advantage of using the concept analysis
measures on the sentence, document, and corpus levels in calculating the similarity between doc-
uments.
Large sets of experiments using the proposed concept-based model on different datasets in
text clustering, categorization and retrieval are conducted. The experiments demonstrate exten-
sive comparison between traditional weighting and the concept-based weighting obtained by the
concept-based model. Experimental results in text clustering, categorization and retrieval demon-
strate the substantial enhancement of the quality using: (1) concept-based term frequency (tf), (2)
conceptual term frequency (ctf), (3) concept-based statistical analyzer, (4) conceptual ontological
graph, (5) concept-based combined model.
In text clustering, the evaluation of results is relied on two quality measures, the F-Measure and
iii
the Entropy. In text categorization, the evaluation of results is relied on three quality measures, the
Micro-averaged F1, the Macro-averaged F1 and the Error rate. In text retrieval, the evaluation
of results relies on three quality measures, the precision at 10 documents retrieved P(10), the
preference measure (bpref), and the mean uninterpolated average precision (MAP). All of these
quality measures are improved when the newly developed concept-based model is used to enhance
the quality of the text clustering, categorization and retrieval.
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We are living in the age of Information Technology. The amazing growth of information that is
being generated and stored today makes information an important issue to organize and analyze.
In most organizations employee time and effort is wasted in ineffective searches through multiple
information sources including the World Wide Web and other conventional data sources. This
problem of information overload is further making worse due to the unstructured format of the
majority of the data. Most of the textual information is in the natural language form. The vast
amount of data found in an organization, some estimates run as high as 80%, are textual such
as website, books, articles, reports, emails, etc. [1]. On the other hand most of the content of
the Word Wide Web, the largest document collection, is designed for humans to read and not for
computer programs to manipulate. Up till now, the Web has developed a medium of documents for
people rather than for computers which can process data and information automatically [2]. While
the amount of textual data in natural language form is increasing, a human ability to understand
and process this information remains constant. A human editor can only recognize that a new
event has occurred by carefully following all the web pages or other textual data sources. This
is clearly inadequate for the volume and complexity of the information involved. The need for
automated extraction of useful knowledge from huge amounts of textual data in order to assist
human analysis is apparent. The rapid adoption of the business models is driving the demand
for software that will help organizations to effectively analyze, manage, and manipulate data to
leverage information to competitive advantage [1]. Text Mining is an automated technique that
aims to discover high level information in huge amount of textual data and present it to the
1
potential user. However, users always ask for further intelligent methods of text analysis such as
an automated machine which can understand textual information and extracts the meaning out of
text. A user wants to get more than just a few words of text. He/She may want to query an idea.
This procedure would provide a new efficient mechanism for navigation through texts. By this
mechanism, summaries of documents can be created automatically. Moreover, documents can be
clustered, classified, or retrieved based on their meaning. Achieving this functionality could have
great practical implications for our daily text processing activities.
1.2 Motivations
Text mining is statistical analysis of word frequencies within a document. Text mining generally
ignores word order. For instance, ”The cat sat on the mat” is the same as ”the mat sat on the
cat” to most text mining systems. This is called the ”bag of words” approach. One of the common
drawbacks of Bag of words learning algorithms is that the models are very big. There is a record
in the model for every word that appears in the source documents.
It is important to note that understanding the meaning of words couldn’t be deduced from sta-
tistical analysis of word frequencies. Natural language was developed for humans to communicate
with one another and to record information, and computers are a long way from understanding
natural language. Humans have the ability to understand the meaning of text and humans can
easily overcome obstacles that computers cannot easily handle such as spelling variations and con-
textual meaning. However, although human mind can understand the meaning of unstructured
data, human lacks the computer’s ability to process text in large volumes or at high speeds.
Herein lays the key to concept mining: creating technology that combines the human way of
understanding with the speed and accuracy of a computer. Concept mining is related to under-
stand the meaning of text. Inferring what a piece of text is about is a central step for machine
understanding. Any word we use might have multiple meanings, and we use the context to dis-
ambiguate what is meant. We can formalize the idea of meaning by linking meaning to concepts
and multiple words might be used to represent a particular concept. Therefore, there is a need for
a representation that captures the semantics in text in a formal structure. This need arises from
the necessity to perform a variety of tasks that involves the meaning of the linguistic input.
2
1.3 Contributions
Natural Language is ambiguous. Each word can have different meanings. Understanding the
meaning of text relies on understanding concepts that mentioned in this text. The main objective of
this research work is to introduce a concept mining method that aims to understand the meaning of
text based on conceptual understanding. The proposed approach extracts concepts which capture
semantics in text. This work aims to extract and use concept-based information, which represents
semantics in text, in several applications to demonstrate the improvement of application output
after using the concept mining method. This major objective comprises the following distinct
contributions:
• Proposed and developed a new concept-based model that analyzes terms on the sentence,
document and corpus levels rather than the traditional analysis of document only.
• Proposed and developed a new concept-based statistical analyzer that weights terms on the
sentence and document levels.
• Designed and introduced a new concept-based similarity measure that measures the similarity
between documents based on their meanings.
• Proposed a new conceptual ontological graph representation that captures the important
concepts with respect to the text meaning based their positions in the proposed representa-
tion.
• Applied the concepts extracted by the conceptual ontological graph representation to enhance
the quality of text categorization, retrieval and search engines.
• Introduced a concept-based combined model that combines between concept-based statistical
analyzer and conceptual ontological graph representation.
• Showed the effectiveness of using the concepts extracted by the concept-based model as an
accurate measure for enhancing the quality of the text clustering, categorization and retrieval.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature in the
areas of text mining, text clustering, text categorization, text retrieval, natural language under-
standing focussing on thematic roles field and knowledge representation. Chapter 3 outlines the
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proposed concept-based model and its main components, in particular the concept-based statis-
tical analyzer, conceptual ontological graph (COG), concept extractor, concept-based similarity
measure. Chapter four presents experimental results to demonstrate the effect of the concept-
based model in enhancing the quality of the text clustering, categorization, and retrieval. Finally,
chapter five summarizes and suggests future work.
4
Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
In this chapter a review is given on various topics that are deemed relevant to the proposed research
work. Moreover, this chapter reviews text mining techniques including text clustering, categoriza-
tion, retrieval, representation models and similarity measurements found in the literature. This
chapter focuses on the natural language understanding field especially in the area of thematic
roles and role labeling task. In addition, this chapter reviews the fundamentals of the knowledge
representation area including conceptual graphs and ontology.
2.1 Text Mining
Text mining is the process of extracting important information and knowledge from unstructured
text. The term text mining was first proposed by Feldman and Dagan in [3]. Text Mining is a
field that is at the intersection of many other research fields, including, but not limited to:
• Data Mining (DM),
• Knowledge Discovery from Databases (KDD),
• Information Extraction (IE),
• Information Retrieval (IR), and
• Databases (DB)
The main difference between the text mining and the data mining is that data mining tools are












Figure 2.1: A Vector Space with Two Dimensions
deals with unstructured or semi-structured data such as text documents, HTML files, and emails.
Thus, text mining is a much generalized solution for text, where large volumes of different types
of information should be managed and merged.
2.1.1 Text Representation Model
In data mining, usually there is a fixed model for data that is used by most mining algorithms.
This data model varies depending on the nature of the data. One of the most broadly used models
in text mining systems is the Vector Space Model (VSM) [4]. Documents and terms are represented
in a high dimensional space. Each dimension corresponds to a word in the documents collection.
The documents vectors that are closed to the term vector represent the most relevant documents
to the term which means that these documents contain words similar to the words in the term.
Figure 2.1 represents a vector space with two dimensions [5]. The two dimensions correspond to
the terms information and retrieval.
In Figure 2.1, the entities represented in the space are term q represented by the vector (0.72,
0.72), and three documents d1, d2, and d3 with the following coordinates respectively: (0.14,
0.99), (0.9, 0.7), and (0.99, 0.14). The coordinates of the term weights are derived from occurrence
counts. There are many different terms that are used in the term weighting such as term frequency
and document frequency. It can be combined as follows:
weight(i, j) =
{ (1 + log(tfi,j))log Ndfi tfi,j ≥ 1
0 tfi,j = 0
(2.1)
where N is the total number of documents. The first clause applies for words occurring in the
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document, whereas for words that do not appear tfi,j = 0, the weight(i, j) = 0. Another model
for document representation is called N-gram [6]. The n-gram model considers the document as a
sequence of characters. Using a sliding window of size n, the original character sequence is scanned
to produce all n-character sub-sequences. There are two basic operations that have to be done
on text before applying the feature selection. The first operation removes stop-words from text.
Second operation applies word-stemming algorithm. Stop-words are common words such as ”the”,
”and”, ”a”, ... etc. that are believed to have no significance for capturing meaningful information
about a document. Stemming algorithms converts any word form into its original base form. One
of the popular stemming algorithms is the Porter stemmer [7].
2.1.2 Text Similarity Measure
When using VSM, the feature space constitutes a metric space where documents represented as
points in a multidimensional space. There are two measures that are usually used which are the
cosine measure, and the Jaccard measure [8, 9]. The cosine measure is expressed by
cos(x, y) =
x · y
‖ x ‖ ‖ y ‖ (2.2)
where (.) denotes the vector dot product, and ||x|| is the length of vector x. The cosine measure
assigns high similarity values to documents that share the same set of words with high term
frequencies, and lower values to those that do not. The Jaccard measure is expressed by
sim(x, y) =
| x ∩ y |
| x ∪ y | (2.3)
It locates the overlap between two documents by computing the number of terms that are
shared between them. The Jaccard measure can work for either continuous or binary feature
vectors. Minkowski distances [10], another class of distance functions, is defined by




| xi − yi |p (2.4)
where x, y ∈ R2. This distance function describes an infinite number of the distances indexed by
p, which assumes values greater than or equal to 1. Some of the common values of p and their
respective distance functions are:
Manhattan Distance
‖ x− y ‖1 =
n∑
i=1
| xi − yi | p = 1 (2.5)
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Euclidean Distance




| xi − yi |2 p = 2 (2.6)
Tschebyshev Distance
‖ x− y ‖∞ = maxi=1,2,...,n | xi − yi | p = ∞ (2.7)
In fact, there is no ideal association between comparing words and comparing meanings. Hence,
it requires semantic representation of text and similarity measure to determine whether one part
of a representation model is similar to another part or not.
2.2 Text Clustering
Document clustering aims to automatically divide documents into groups based on similarities of
their contents. Each group (or cluster) consists of documents that are similar between themselves
(have high intra-cluster similarity) and dissimilar to documents of other groups (have low inter-
cluster similarity). Clustering documents can be considered as an unsupervised task that attempts
to classify documents by discovering underlying patterns, i.e., the learning process is unsupervised,
which means that no need to define the correct output (i.e., the actual cluster into which the input
should be mapped to) for an input.
Document clustering has been investigated for use in a number of different areas of text mining
and information retrieval. Initially, document clustering was investigated for improving the preci-
sion or recall in information retrieval systems [11,12] and as an efficient way of finding the nearest
neighbors of a document [13]. More recently, clustering has been proposed for use in browsing a
collection of documents [14] or in organizing the results returned by a search engine in response to
a users query [15]. Document clustering has also been used to automatically generate hierarchical
clusters of documents [16]. A somewhat different approach [17] finds the natural clusters in an
already existing document taxonomy (Yahoo!), and then uses these clusters to produce an effective
document classifier for new documents. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering and K-means are
two clustering techniques that are commonly used for document clustering. Agglomerative hier-
archical clustering is often portrayed as better than K-means, although slower. A widely known
study, discussed in [18], indicated that agglomerative hierarchical clustering is superior to K-means.
Scatter/Gather [14], a document browsing system based on clustering, uses a hybrid approach in-
volving both K-means and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. K-means is used because of its
efficiency and agglomerative hierarchical clustering is used because of its quality.
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2.2.1 Clustering Techniques
In this section, we will give a brief discussion about the common clustering algorithms that are
used in the experimental study of this thesis work.
Hierarchical techniques [18, 19] produce a nested sequence of partitions, with a single, all
inclusive cluster at the top and singleton clusters of individual points at the bottom. Each inter-
mediate level can be viewed as combining two clusters from the next lower level (or splitting a
cluster from the next higher level). The result of a hierarchical clustering algorithm can be graph-
ically displayed as tree, called a dendogram. This tree graphically displays the merging process
and the intermediate clusters. For document clustering, this dendogram provides a taxonomy, or
hierarchical index.
There are two basic approaches to generating a hierarchical clustering:
a) Agglomerative: Start with the points as individual clusters and, at each step, merge the
most similar or closest pair of clusters. This requires a definition of cluster similarity or distance.
b) Divisive: Start with one, all-inclusive cluster and, at each step, split a cluster until only
singleton clusters of individual points remain. In this case, we need to decide, at each step,
which cluster to split and how to perform the split. We summarize the traditional agglomerative
hierarchical clustering procedure as follows:
Simple Agglomerative Clustering Algorithm
1. Compute the similarity between all pairs of clusters, i.e., calculate a similarity matrix whose
ijth entry gives the similarity between the ith and jth clusters.
2. Merge the most similar (closest) two clusters.
3. Update the similarity matrix to reflect the pairwise similarity between the new cluster and
the original clusters. 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until only a single cluster remains.
In contrast to hierarchical techniques, partitional clustering techniques create a one-level (un-
nested) partitioning of the data points. If K is the desired number of clusters, then partitional
approaches typically find all K clusters at once. Contrast this with traditional hierarchical schemes,
which bisect a cluster to get two clusters or merge two clusters to get one. Of course, a hierarchical
approach can be used to generate a flat partition of K clusters, and likewise, the repeated applica-
tion of a partitional scheme can provide a hierarchical clustering. There are a number of partitional
techniques, K-means algorithm is widely used in document clustering. K-means is based on the
idea that a center point can represent a cluster. In particular, for K-means we use the notion of
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a centroid, which is the mean or median point of a group of points. Note that a centroid almost
never corresponds to an actual data point. The basic K-means clustering technique is presented
below.
Basic K-means Algorithm for finding K clusters.
1. Select K points as the initial centroids.
2. Assign all points to the closest centroid.
3. Recompute the centroid of each cluster.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the centroids do not change.
k-Nearest Neighbour Clustering (k-NN) [20, 21]. This algorithm is used in classification
and in clustering. It utilizes the property of nearest neighbours k, i.e., an object should be put in
the same cluster as its nearest k neighbours. The algorithm accepts a user specified threshold, e,
on the nearest-neighbour distance. For each new document, the similarity is compared to every
other document, and the top k documents are chosen. Accordingly, the new document is grouped
with the cluster where the majority of the top k documents are assigned.
Single Pass Clustering [20, 22]. Single pass clustering method also expects a similarity
matrix as its input and outputs clusters. The clustering method takes each object sequentially
and assigns it to the closest previously created cluster, or creates a new cluster with that object
as its first member. A new cluster is created when the similarity to the closest cluster is less than
a specified threshold. This threshold is the only externally imposed parameter. Commonly, the
similarity between an object and a cluster is determined by computing the average similarity of
the object to all objects in that cluster.
2.2.2 The Vector Space Model and Document Clustering
Many issues specific to documents are discussed more fully in information retrieval texts [11, 12].
We briefly review a few essential topics to provide a sufficient background for understanding doc-
ument clustering. In the vector-space model each document, d, is considered to be a vector, in
the term-space (set of document words). In its simplest form, each document is represented by
the (TF) vector, dtf = (tf1, tf2, , tfn), where tfi is the frequency of the ith term in the document.
(Normally very common words are stripped out completely and different forms of a word are
reduced to one canonical form.) In addition, this model weights each term based on its inverse
document frequency (IDF) in the document collection. (This discounts frequent words with little
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discriminating power.) Finally, in order to account for documents of different lengths, each docu-
ment vector is normalized so that it is of unit length. The similarity between two documents must
be measured in some way if a clustering algorithm is to be used. There are a number of possible
measures for computing the similarity between documents, but the most common one is the cosine
measure, as discussed in section(2.1.2).
Given a set, S, of documents and their corresponding vector representations, the centroid vector
is the averaging the weights of the various terms present in the documents of S. Analogously to
documents, the similarity between two centroid vectors and between a document and a centroid
vector are computed using the cosine measure. For K-means clustering, the cosine measure is used
to compute which document centroid is closest to a given document.
2.2.3 Evaluation of Cluster Quality For Clustering
Two measures of cluster goodness or quality are used. One type of measure allows us to compare
different sets of clusters without reference to external knowledge and is called an internal quality
measure. The other type of measures evaluate how well the clustering is working by comparing
the groups produced by the clustering techniques to known classes. This type of measure is called
an external quality measure. One external measure is entropy [23], which provides a measure of
goodness for un-nested clusters or for the clusters at one level of a hierarchical clustering. Another
external measure is the F-measure which is more oriented toward measuring the effectiveness of the
clustering technique. There are many different quality measures and the performance and relative
ranking of different clustering algorithms can vary substantially depending on which measure is
used. However, if one clustering algorithm performs better than other clustering algorithms on
many of these measures, then we can have some confidence that it is truly the best clustering
algorithm for the situation being evaluated.
2.2.3.1 Entropy
Entropy is a measure of quality of the clusters. Let C be a clustering solution. For each cluster, the
class distribution of the data is calculated first, i.e., for cluster j we compute pij , the probability
that a member of cluster j belongs to class i. Then using this class distribution, the entropy of
each cluster j is calculated using the standard formula Ej = −
∑
i pijlog(pij) , where the sum is
taken over all classes. The total entropy for a set of clusters is calculated as the sum of entropies









where Mj is the size of cluster j, and M is the total number of data objects.
2.2.3.2 F measure
The second external quality measure is the F measure [24], a measure that combines the precision
and recall ideas from information retrieval [11, 12]. The precision P and recall R of a cluster j
with respect to a class i are defined as:








Mij: is the number of members of class i in cluster j,
Mj: is the number of members of cluster j, and
Mi: is the number of members of class i.





With respect to class i, the cluster with the highest F-measure is considered to be the cluster
that maps to class i, and that F-measure becomes the score for class i. The overall F-measure for
the clustering result C is the weighted average of the F-measure for each class i:
FC =
∑
i(|i| × F (i))∑
i |i|
, (2.12)
where |i| is the number of objects in class i. The higher the overall F-measure, the better the
clustering, due to the higher accuracy of the clusters mapping to the original classes.
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2.3 Text Categorization
Text mining attempts to discover new, previously unknown information by applying techniques
from natural language processing and data mining. Categorization, one of the traditional text
mining techniques, is supervised learning paradigm where categorization methods try to assign a
document to one or more categories, based on the document content. Classifiers are trained from
examples to conduct the category assignment automatically. To facilitate effective and efficient
learning, each category is treated as a binary classification problem. The issue here is whether or
not a document should be assigned to a particular category or not.
The goal of text categorization is the classification of documents into a fixed number of pre-
defined categories. Each document can be in multiple, exactly one, or no category at all. Using
machine learning, the objective is to learn classifiers from examples which perform the category
assignments automatically. This is a supervised learning problem. Since categories may overlap,
each category is treated as a separate binary classification problem. The first step in text catego-
rization is to transform documents, which typically are strings of characters, into a representation
suitable for the learning algorithm and the classification task. Information Retrieval research sug-
gests that word stems work well as representation units and that their ordering in a document
is of minor importance for many tasks. This leads to an attribute-value representation of text.
Each distinct word1 wi corresponds to a feature, with the number of times word wi occurs in
the document as its value. To avoid unnecessarily large feature vectors, words are considered as
features only if they occur in the training data at least 3 times and if they are not stop-words (like
and, or, etc.).
This representation scheme leads to very high-dimensional feature spaces containing 10000 di-
mensions and more. Many have noted the need for feature selection to make the use of conventional
learning methods possible, to improve generalization accuracy, and to avoid over-fitting.
2.3.1 Text Categorization Techniques
In this section, we will give a brief discussion about the common categorization algorithms that
are used in the experimental study of this thesis work.
The Rocchio’s Algorithm [25] is based on the Relevancy Feedback Algorithms for Document
Relevancy. Relevancy Feedback Models are an effective way of modifying and expanding user
queries (such as search engines).
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Rocchio’s Algorithm is one of the earliest methods used for queries. This algorithm is based
on the idea that if the relevance for a query is known, an optimal query vector will maximize
the average query-document similarity for relevant documents, and will simultaneously minimize
query-document similarity for non relevant documents.
The intuitive idea of Rocchio’s Algorithm is to iteratively increase the weights of those terms
contained in labeled relevant documents while penalizing the terms in the irrelevant documents.
Recent studies have shown that Rocchio’s Algorithm has a poor performance when the proportion
of relevant documents in the whole corpus is low.
Naive Byes [26] algorithms are among the most successful known algorithms for learning to
classify text documents. It predicts by reading a set of examples in attribute value-representation
and than by using the Bayes Theorem to estimate the posterior probabilities of all qualifications.
For each instance of the example language a classification with the highest posterier probability is
chosen as the prediction.
K-Nearest Neighbor [27], the goal of this categorization method is to simply separate the
data based on the assumed similarities between various classes. Thus, the classes can be differen-
tiated from one another by searching for similarities between the data provided. The K-Nearest
Neighbor is suitable for data streams. KNN does not build a classifier in advance. When a new
sample arrives, KNN finds the K neighbors nearest to the new samples from the training space
based on some suitable similarity or distance metric.
KNN is a good choice when simplicity and accuracy are the predominant issues. KNN can
be superior when a resident, trained and tested classifiers has a short useful lifespan, such as
in the case with the data streams where new data is added rapidly and the training set is ever
changing. KNN does not rely on prior probabilities, and it is computationally efficient. The main
computation is the sorting of the training documents in order to find out the K nearest neighbors
for the test document.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning algorithm developed over the
past decade by Vapnik and others [28]. The algorithm addresses the general problem of learning
to discriminate between positive and negative members of a given class of n-dimensional vectors.
The SVM algorithm operates by mapping the given training set into a possibly high-dimensional
feature space and attempting to locate in that space a plane that separates the positive from the
negative examples. Having found such a plane, the SVM can then predict the classification of
an unlabeled example by mapping it into the feature space and asking on which side of the
separating plane the example lies. Much of the SVM’s power comes from its criterion for selecting
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a separating plane when many candidates planes exist: the SVM chooses the plane that maintains
a maximum margin from any point in the training set. Statistical learning theory suggests that,
for some classes of well-behaved data, the choice of the maximum margin hyperplane will lead
to maximal generalization when predicting the classification of previously unseen examples [28].
The SVM algorithm can also be extended to cope with noise in the training set and with multiple
classes [29].
For example, if a training data set containing n examples, each of which is a vector of m
numbers. These vectors may be thought of as points in an m-dimensional space. In theory, a
simple way to build a binary classifier is to construct a hyperplane (i.e., a plane in a space with
more than three dimensions) separating class members (positive examples) from non-members
(negative examples) in this space. Unfortunately, most real-world problems involve non-separable
data for which there does not exist a hyperplane that successfully separates the positive from the
negative examples. One solution to the inseparability problem is to map the data into a higher-
dimensional space and define a separating hyperplane there. This higher-dimensional space is
called the feature space, as opposed to the input space occupied by the training examples. With
an appropriately chosen feature space of sufficient dimensionality, any consistent training set can
be made separable. However, translating the training set into a higher-dimensional space incurs
both computational and learning-theoretic costs. Furthermore, artificially separating the data in
this way exposes the learning system to the risk of finding trivial solutions that overfit the data.
SVMs elegantly sidestep both difficulties. They avoid overfitting by choosing the maximum
margin separating hyperplane from among the many that can separate the positive from negative
examples in the feature space. Also, the decision function for classifying points with respect to the
hyperplane only involves dot products between points in the feature space. Because the algorithm
that finds a separating hyperplane in the feature space can be stated entirely in terms of vectors
in the input space and dot products in the feature space, a support vector machine can locate the
hyperplane without ever representing the space explicitly, simply by defining a function, called a
kernel function, that plays the role of the dot product in the feature space. This technique avoids
the computational burden of explicitly representing the feature vectors.
2.3.2 Evaluation of Text Categorization
In order to evaluate the quality of the text categorization, three widely evaluation measures in doc-
ument categorization and retrieval literatures are used. These measures are the Macro-averaged
performance F1 measure (the harmonic mean of precision and recall), the Micro-averaged perfor-
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mance F1 measure, and the error rate.
Recall that in binary classification (relevant/not relevant), the following quantities are consid-
ered:
• p+ = the number of relevant documents, classified as relevant.
• p− = the number of relevant documents, classified as not relevant.
• n− = the number of not relevant documents, classified as not relevant.
• n+ = the number of not relevant documents, classified as relevant.
Obviously, the total number of documents N is equal to:
N = p+ + n+ + p− + n− (2.13)









The F −measureα is defined as:
Fα =
(1 + α) ∗ P ∗R
(α ∗ P ) + R (2.16)





Generally, the Macro-averaged measure is determined by first computing the performance mea-
sures per category and then averaging these to compute the global mean. The Micro-averaged
measure which is determined by first computing the totals p+, p−, n+, and n− for all categories
and then use these totals to compute the performance measures. Micro-averaged gives equal weight
to every document, while Macro-averaged gives equal weight to each category.
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2.4 Information Retrieval
Although the term information retrieval seems to be very wide, information retrieval generally
focuses on narrative information. The items typically processed by information retrieval systems
include letters, newspaper and magazine articles, books, medical summaries, research papers, Web
pages, and so on. These items are generally referred to as documents.
Sometimes information retrieval (IR) is used as a more general term, covering all kinds of re-
trieval tasks, and document retrieval or text retrieval is used to refer to the task outlined above.
Very often, however, information retrieval and document retrieval are used synonymously as doc-
ument retrieval is the prevalent area of research. One important property of documents is that the
information is encoded in natural language, which exhibits the following problematic properties:
• Ambiguity: e.g., shot has many different meanings, including the act of firing a gun, a
photograph, an attempt, or an injection.
• Imprecision: there are many different ways to express a concept, e.g., sonographic detection
of fetal ureteral obstruction, obstetric ultrasound, and prenatal ultrasonic diagnosis all refer
to the same concept of using ultrasound to diagnose pregnancy [30].
• Implicitness: much of the information in a text is not expressed explicitly. Although start,
begin, and initiate could be considered equivalent, the preference of one term over an other
by an author might convey important information which is difficult to formalize.
• Vagueness: Natural language is often very vague, e.g., rather large or relatively small are not
easily quantifiable in numbers.
As user requests for information, called queries, are also formulated in natural language or use
natural-language terms, they pose the same problems, making it even harder to find the relevant
information.
In a document retrieval system it is thus not certain that all relevant documents are found, or
that all retrieved documents are actually relevant to the query. The ratio of documents retrieved
versus the number of available documents relevant to the query, i.e., the fraction returned out of all
desirable documents is called recall. The ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved versus
the total number of documents retrieved, or the useful fraction of what was actually retrieved is
called precision. These two numbers are the most common measures for the performance of IR
systems. Database management systems, on the other hand, can give very precise answers to
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detailed queries but cannot provide information on the basis of queries that are only vaguely
worded.
2.4.1 Document Index
An index corresponds to a library catalog: instead of having to go through the shelves one can
look up the topic of interest in the catalog and finds the positions of the relevant documents.
Similarly, an index of an information retrieval system allows to find the documents matching a
particular query without having to look at the documents themselves. This speeds up the search
considerably (by several orders of magnitude). However, an index has to be built before it can be
used. One common index type are inverted files. Inverted files work as follows. Each document in
the collection is a assigned a list of attributes which are supposed to represent the document. The
most common type of attributes are keywords. The inverted file is then the sorted list of keywords
of all documents, where each keyword has links to the documents that contain that keyword.
Controlled vocabulary approaches used to be quite popular for the selection of index terms
from documents. Under this approach only words which are in a list of allowed index terms will be
used for indexing. This method is closely related to traditional manual indexing methods using a
controlled indexing language. While this method theoretically allows to build a very good index,
it has several drawbacks. First, the controlled vocabulary has to be specified. This is only possible
for a relatively small domain. Second, words that are not included in the vocabulary are not
searchable, and third, searching cannot be done by end users but only by expert intermediaries
who are acquainted to the indexing language and know how to specify a query. The modern
approach, however, is to use the full text of the documents as indexing terms (hence the term
full-text retrieval). After the removal of stop words (words which are too frequent to be of any
use, e.g., determiners and other function words), the remaining word forms are normally conflated,
i.e. supposedly semantically related word forms are mapped to a common form (the actual index
term). Finally, the index terms are weighted according to their frequency and stored in the inverted
file. Term conflation is usually done for two reasons: first, as stated above, different morphological
forms of a word should be mapped to a common form. The assumption is that the word forms
are semantically related, and that in a search for, stemming, occurrences of stemmed and stem are
also relevant. The second, though less important reason is that the conflation of terms reduces the
size of the index.
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2.4.2 Search Engines
Search engines play an important role in the World Wide Web. One of the most important features
in a search engine is the ranking algorithm for relevant documents. Recently, most of the search
engines rank relevant document based on the hyper links that refer to documents. However,
ranking for document relevance should be relied on document content. Some basic operations
are required for information retrieval including stemming and eliminating stop words as discussed
earlier. The following sections explore two common search platforms named Lucene Search Engine
and Terrier Platform that are used in the experimental study of the thesis.
2.4.3 Lucene Search Engine
For Lucene search engine, the baseline retrieval method is the popular TF-IDF [3] (Term Fre-
quency/Inverse Document Frequency) term weighting. The Lucene score of query q for document
d correlates to the cosine-distance or dot-product between document and query vectors in a Vector
Space Model (VSM) of Information Retrieval. A document whose vector is closer to the query
vector in that model is scored higher. The score1 is computed as follows:
score(q, d) = coord(q, d) ∗ queryNorm(q) ∗
∑
tinq
(tf(tind) ∗ idf(t)2 ∗ t.getBoost() ∗ norm(t, d))
(2.18)
where tf(t in d) correlates to the term’s frequency, defined as the number of times term t
appears in the currently scored document d. Documents that have more occurrences of a given
term receive a higher score, idf(t) stands for Inverse Document Frequency which correlates to the
inverse of docFreq (the number of documents in which the term t appears). This means rarer
terms give higher contribution to the total score. coord(q, d) is a score factor based on how many
of the query terms are found in the specified document. Typically, a document that contains more
of the query’s terms will receive a higher score than another document with fewer query terms.
queryNorm(q) is a normalizing factor used to make scores between queries comparable. This
factor does not affect document ranking (since all ranked documents are multiplied by the same
factor), but rather just attempts to make scores from different queries (or even different indexes)
comparable. This is a search time factor computed by the Similarity in effect at search time.
t.getBoost() is a search time boost of term t in the query q as specified in the query text. Finally,
norm(t, d) encapsulates a few (indexing time) boost and length factors such as document boost.
1Further details about the Lucene score can be found at http://lucene.apache.org
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2.4.4 Terrier Information Retrieval Platform
For Terrier platform, the baseline retrieval method is the Okapi BM25 formula [31] [32]. Given a








fD,Ti + k1.((1− b) + b. |D|avgdl)
(2.19)
where fD,Ti is the number of occurrences of Ti within D, |D| is the length of the document D






2.4.5 Evaluation of Text Retrieval
Most of the retrieval evaluation measures are derived in some way from recall and precision.
Precision is the proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant, and recall is the proportion
of relevant documents that are retrieved [33].










• Nr is the number of relevant records retrieved,
• T is the total number of irrelevant and relevant records retrieved, and
• Tr is the total number of relevant records in the database.
In order to evaluate the quality of the text retrieval, three widely evaluation measures in infor-
mation retrieval literature are used. These measures are the precision at 10 documents retrieved
P(10) [34], the preference measure, bpref, which is a function of the number of times judged non-
relevant documents are retrieved before relevant documents [34], and the mean uninterpolated
average precision (MAP) [34].
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2.4.6 Information Retrieval and Natural Language
One of the first problems related to the use of natural language in information retrieval is that
of morphologic variation. This refers to the fact that words may occur in inflected forms, or that
derivation is used to produce new but related words, or that words are combined into compounds.
Morphologic variations can very often be regarded as semantically related and thus equivalent for
retrieval purposes. In English, the number of possible inflected and derived forms is relatively
small, and variation is mostly restricted to the attachment of suffixes. Compounds which are not
yet lexicalized are in most cases written as separate words. Stemming, i.e., the removal of suffixes
using a list of possible suffixes, is therefore considered a practical way to map related word forms
to a common stem.
2.5 Natural Language Processing and Understanding
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is both a modern computational technology and a method
of investigating and evaluating claims about human language itself. NLP is a term that links
back into the history of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the general study of cognitive function by
computational processes, with an emphasis on the role of knowledge representations. The need
for representations of human knowledge of the world is required in order to understand human
language with computers.
Natural language understanding (NLU) is a subfield of natural language processing (NLP).
NLU is concerned with the work of mapping from some surface representation of linguistic material
expressed as speech or text to an underlying representation of the meaning carried by that surface
representation.
2.5.1 The Study of Language
Language is an essential aspect of human behavior and it represents a vital part of our lives. In
written form, it is considered as a large record of knowledge that is transferred from one generation
to next generation. In spoken form it serves as the primary means for people communication.
Language is studied in several different academic fields. Each field defines its own set of problems
and has its own methods for addressing them. The linguist, for instance, studies the structure of
language itself, considering questions such as why specific combinations of words create sentences
but other words do not, and why a sentence can have some meanings but other sentences do not [35].
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The psycholinguist, on the other hand, studies the processes of human language production and
comprehension, considering questions such as how people determine the suitable structure of a
sentence and when they decide on the appropriate meaning for words. Philosophers consider
what it means to have beliefs, goals, and intentions, and how these cognitive capabilities relate to
language [35]. It is important to note that taking advantage of what is known from all the other
disciplines is required to build a computational model.
2.5.2 Different Levels of Language Analysis
Knowledge about the structure of the language itself should be used in a natural language-system.
This considerable knowledge refers to many aspects such as what the words are, what the words
mean, how words join to construct a sentence, and how word meanings contribute to sentence
meanings. Linguistic behavior is not the only aspect that makes humans intelligent. World
knowledge and human abilities for reasoning are important aspects for human intelligence. A
person, who knows about the world knowledge in general, can answer a question without knowing
a lot about the language structure. The following are some different forms of knowledge that are
relevant for natural language understanding [35]:
• Phonetic and Phonological Knowledge: concerns how words are linked to the sounds that
recognize them. This knowledge is central for speech-based systems.
• Morphological Knowledge: concerns how words are created from more basic meaning units
called morphemes. A morpheme is the primitive unit of meaning in a language (for example,
the meaning of the word ”friendly” is derivable from the meaning of the noun ”friend” and
the suffix ”-ly”, which transforms a noun into an adjective).
• Syntactic Knowledge: concerns how words can be composed to construct correct sentence.
It also concerns how to determine the structural role of each word in the sentence and what
phrases are subparts of what other phrases.
• Semantic Knowledge: concerns what words mean and how these meanings can be combined
in sentences to form the meanings of a sentence.
• Pragmatic Knowledge: concerns how sentences are used in different contexts and how context
can affect the interpretation of the sentence.
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• Discourse Knowledge: concerns the effect of the right away preceding sentences on the in-
terpretation of the next sentence. This information is especially important for interpreting
pronouns.
• World Knowledge: concerns the general knowledge about world structure that users of lan-
guage should obtain. It also concerns what each language user knows about the beliefs and
goals of other users.
2.5.3 Thematic Roles
All human languages at their core semantic structure seem to have a form of predicate argument
layout. This underlying structure allows the creation of a composite meaning representation from
the meaning of the individual parts of a linguistic input. Grammar has an important role for
supporting the predicate-argument structure. Consider the following examples:
• My daughter wants a doll.
• My son wants to play outside.
These two examples can be classified as having one of the following syntactic argument frames:
(Noun Phrase(NP) wants NP) or (NP wants Infinitive Phrase (Inf-NP)). In this case, some facts
could be driven for the particular predicate ”wants” (1) There are two arguments to this predicate
(2) Both arguments must be NPs (3) The first argument is pre-verbal and plays the role of the
subject (4) the second argument is a post-verbal and plays the role of the direct object. By
observing and analyzing semantic information associated with these frames, extensions of these
frames into the semantic realm which are semantic roles and semantic restriction on these roles are
considered in the following sections. In each of these cases, the pre-verbal argument always acts
as the entity doing the wanting, while the post-verbal plays the role of the entity that is wanted.
More generally, the predicate argument structure permits the link between the arguments in surface
structures of the input text and their associated semantic roles. The study of roles associated with
verbs is usually referred to thematic role or case role analysis [36]. Thematic roles, first proposed
by Gruber and Fillmore [37], are set of categories that provide a shallow semantic language to
characterize the verb arguments. For example: the agent of an action is the person or thing that
is doing the action, the patient is the person or thing that is having done to it, and there are other
roles like instrument and goal which describe other classes of semantic relationships. In terms of
grammatical relations, all English verbs take a subject, which is the noun phrase that appears
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before the verb. Many verbs take an object noun phrase, which normally appear after the verb.
Many languages make a distinction between active voice and passive voice. Active corresponds to
the ordinary way of expressing the argument of a verb. For example: the agent is articulated as
the subject and the patient as the object. However, in the passive voice, the patient becomes the
subject and the agent is demoted to an implicit role. Over the last thirty years, a wide variety
of work is done on mapping of conceptual structure to grammatical function, in the area referred
to as linking theory [38]. There are different types of mapping of the conceptual (deep) roles to
grammatical function which is called alternations. Many scholars show that semantic properties
of verbs help predict which surface alternations they can take [39]. There are several possible
patterns of arguments for each verb. Sub-Categorization Frame is the specific set of arguments
that a verb can appear with. The following examples present some common sub-categorization
frames in English language:
• Intransitive Verb: NP [subject]. ”The man walked”
• Transitive Verb: NP [subject], NP [object]. ”Andrew hit the ball”.
• Ditransitive Verb: NP [subject], NP [object], NP [indirect object]. ”Mike sent John an
email”.
Sub-categorization frames capture syntactic regularities about grammars. Similarly, there are se-
mantic regularities which are called selectional restrictions or selectional preferences [5]. Selectional
restriction is a semantic constraint forced by a lexeme on the concepts that can fill the various
argument roles associated with it. For example: the verb bark prefers dogs as subject. The verb
eat prefers edible things as objects.
One recent attempt to list these elements for a number of predicates of English language is the
FrameNet project [40]. There are also other attempts such as PropBank which will be discussed
later. The Berkeley FrameNet project is creating an on-line lexical resource for English, based
on frame semantics and supported by corpus evidence [40]. The aim is to document the range
of semantic and syntactic combinatory possibilities-valences-of each word in each of its senses,
through computer-assisted annotation of example sentences and automatic tabulation and display
of the annotation results. Each entry for a word in the FrameNet lists every set of argument it can
take like thematic roles, syntactic phrases, and their grammatical functions. The thematic roles in
the FrameNet are specific much more than the earlier examples. There are different domains and
each domain comprises many different frames. Each FrameNet thematic role is defined as a part
of a frame. For example: the Cognition domain has frames like static cognition (believe, think,
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understand), cogitation (brood, ruminate), judgment (accuse, admire, rebuke), etc. All of the
cognition frames defined the thematic roles COGNIZER. In the judgment frame, the COGNIZER
is referred to as the JUDGE; the frame also includes an EVALUEE, a REASON, and a ROLE.
Consider the following example from the FrameNet dataset: ”She admired his courage in clouting
the skinhead but he spoilt it by saying it had been instinctive and now he wished he had n’t.”
The frame is the judgment frame. The frame elements are: TARGET (a word that invoked the
correspondent frame): admired, COGNIZER: She, and REASON: his courage in clouting the
skinhead.
The PropBank project at the University of Pennsylvania is creating a corpus of text annotated
with information about basic semantic propositions [41]. PropBank involves adding a layer of
semantic annotation to the Penn English TreeBank without attempting to confirm or disconfirm
any particular semantic theory. PropBank provides consistent argument labeling that will facilitate
the automatic extraction of relational data. Here are some examples:
• John broke the window
• The window broke
In these examples, an argument ”the window” receives the same label [ARG1] as a subject
in both sentences. In order to ensure reliable human annotation, there are explicit guidelines for
labeling all of the syntactic and semantic frames of each particular verb [42].
Some researchers proposes an extension of a dependency-annotated TreeBank, PropBank using
a class-based verb lexicon VerbNet [43] to create an intermediate level of representation which can
be useful for machine translation applications [44].
WordNet is a lexical database system whose design is inspired by current psycholinguistic
theories of human lexical memory. English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized
into synonym sets, each representing one underlying lexical concept. Different relations link the
synonym sets. WordNet was developed by the Cognitive Science Laboratory at Princeton Univer-
sity [45].
2.5.4 The Role Labeling Task
Recently, there are many attempts to label thematic roles to a sentence automatically. Gildea and
Jurafsky [46] were the first to apply a statistical learning technique to the FrameNet database.
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They present a discriminative model for determining the most probable role for a constituent
given the frame, predicator, and other features. These probabilities, trained on the FrameNet
database, are based on the verb, the head words of the constituents, the voice of the verb (active,
passive), and the syntactic category (S, NP, VP, PP, etc.) and grammatical function (subject,
object) of the constituent to be labeled. They evaluated their model on a pre-release version of
the FrameNet I corpus, which at that time contained about 50,000 sentences and 67 frame types.
Their model was trained by first using the parser of Collins [47], and deriving features from that
parse, the original sentence, and the correct FrameNet annotation of that sentence. [48] propose
a machine learning algorithm for shallow semantic parsing, extending the work of Gildea and
Jurafsky [46], and others [49]. Their algorithm is based on Support Vector Machines which gives
an improvement in performance over earlier classifiers by [46] . The shallow semantic parsing is
formulated as a multi-class classification problem. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is used to
identify the arguments of a given predicate in a sentence and classify them by the semantic roles
that they play (AGENT, THEME, GOAL, etc.).
There are two methods of semantic classification which are constituent-by-constituent (c-by-
c) and word-by-word (w-by-w) classification. In the former, a deep syntactic parser is used to
derive the constituents which are afterwards labeled with semantic roles. In the latter, the words
are classified based on BIO tagging [50] which has three cases: at the beginning of semantic role,
inside semantic role, or outside semantic role. There are two main corpora: PropBank (UPenn) [41]
and FrameNet (UC Berkeley) [40] that contain sentences tagged with semantic arguments. Other
researches at Stanford University presented a model of natural language generation from semantics
using the FrameNet semantic role and frame ontology. They trained the model using the FrameNet
corpus and applied it to the task of automatic semantic role and frame identification, producing
results competitive with previous work [51]. Some recent research work deals with the semantic
role labeling as a chunking problem along with multi-class classification problem [52]. A semantic
role labeler (or chunker) that groups syntactic chunks (i.e. base phrases) into the arguments of a
predicate. This is accomplished by casting the semantic labeling as the classification of syntactic
chunks (e.g. NP-chunk, PP-chunk) into one of several classes such as the beginning of an argument
(B-ARG), inside an argument (I-ARG) and outside an argument (O). This amounts to tagging
syntactic chunks with semantic labels using the IOB representation. The chunker is realized using
support vector machines as one versus all classifiers.
Fortunately, there are numerous efforts for semantic labeling. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is research work that employs the full potential of the output of the role labeling
task in text mining process. It is important to note that extracting relations between verbs and
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between their arguments in the same sentence has a promising potential for understanding the
meaning of a sentence.
2.5.5 Applications of Natural Language Understanding
One efficient way to describe natural language research is to consider the different applications
that researchers work on. The ultimate goal of the researchers is to have a computer system that
can understand natural language. Most of the natural language understanding applications can
be categorized into two major categories: text-based applications and dialogue-based applications.
Text-based applications include the processing of written text, such as books, newspapers, reports,
manuals, or e-mail messages [35]. Text-based natural language research is ongoing in applications
such as
• Searching for relevant documents on certain topics from a database of texts.
• Extracting information from messages or articles on a certain idea.
• Translating documents from one language to another language.
• Summarizing texts for certain purposes.
Dialogue-based applications include human to machine communication. This involves spoken
language, potential applications includes:
• Question-answering systems, where natural language is used to query a database.
• Automated customer service over the telephone tutoring systems, where the machine inter-
acts with a student.
• Spoken language control of a machine
• General cooperative problem-solving systems
Some of the problems encountered by dialogue systems are extremely different than in text-based
systems. First, the language used is extremely different. The system needs to participate actively
in order to maintain a natural and smoothing dialogue. Dialogue requires acknowledgments to
verify that the meanings of things are actually understood. Even with these differences, the basic
processing techniques are fundamentally the same [35].
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2.5.6 Evaluating Language Understanding Systems
System understanding might vary from application to application. There are two main methods
for evaluating the language understanding systems including black box evaluation and glass box
evaluation. The Black box method evaluates system performance without considering the inside
components or how the system works. We run the system and evaluate its performance based
on the task it was designed for. For instance, if the task is a question answering system, then
the evaluation will be measured on how good the system is at producing the correct answers. In
the glass box method, system’s sub components are identified to be evaluated individually with
each one appropriate test. Systems evaluations are of crucial importance to the natural language
understanding field [53].
2.5.7 Representing the Understanding
As we mentioned earlier, a vital component of understanding necessitates computing a representa-
tion of the meaning of sentences and texts. Sentence by itself couldn’t be used as a representation
of its meaning. One reason is that most words have multiple meanings, called senses. The words
”cook” and ”dish” for instance, have a sense as a verb and a sense as a noun. The ”still” word has
senses as a noun, verb, adjective, and adverb. Therefore, natural language is ambiguous and this
ambiguity would prevent the system from making the appropriate inferences which are needed to
represent the understanding. However, the disambiguation problem seems much easier than it ac-
tually is. Ambiguity generally is not noticed by people. A person understands a sentence without
considering each of the possible senses of a word. However, a program must explicitly consider
them one by one. To represent meaning, a more precise language is needed. The tools that are
used to do this precision come from mathematics and logic. Precise language also involves the use
of formal specified representation languages. Formal representation languages are specified from
basic building blocks. Useful representation languages have the following two properties [35]:
• The representation must be precise and unambiguous. Every different analysis of a sentence
should be expressed by a distinguished formula in the representation.
• The innate structure of the natural language sentences should be captured by the repre-
sentation. In that case, sentences that seem to be structurally similar should have similar
structural representations. The meanings of two sentences that are rephrased of each other
should be similar related to each other.
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2.6 Knowledge Representation
Knowledge representation research field applies theories and techniques from other disciplines
including [54]:
• Logic: provides the formal structure and rules of inference.
• Ontology : defines the concepts and relations that exist in the application domain.
• Computation: provides the implemented applications of knowledge representation.
If the logic field is not included, then a knowledge representation is ambiguous and as a consequence
there is no criterion for determining whether statements are conflicting or not. If ontology field
is not involved, then terms and symbols are imprecise and confusing. Finally, if there are no
computable models, there are no implemented computer applications that could combine between
logic and ontology. ”Knowledge representation is the application of logic and ontology to the task
of constructing computable models for some domain” [54].
2.6.1 Ontology
There are many definitions for the word ”ontology”. The following definition is the most common
one which is ”An ontology is an explicit and formal specification of a conceptualization” [55]. The
computer science usage of the term ontology is derived from the term ontology in philosophy. The
word ”ontology” has a long history in philosophy, in which it refers to the subject of existence. In
information science, an ontology is the product of an attempt to formulate an rigorous conceptual
schema about a domain. The domain ontology is usually a hierarchical data structure that contains
all relevant entities, their relationships, and rules within that domain [56]. In the knowledge
sharing context, term ontology means a specification of a conceptualization. Ontology is a formal
description, like a formal specification of a program, of the concepts and relationships that can
exist for an agent or a community of agents. This definition is consistent with the usage of ontology
as set of concept definitions. Ontology provides shared and common understanding scheme of a
domain. Common scheme can be used for communication between people and application systems.
Thus, ontology plays a major role in supporting information exchange processes in various areas.
Ontology is also shared among agents that communicate and work together. An ontology which
is not tied to a particular problem domain but describes general entities is known as a foundation
ontology or upper ontology [56]. There are several large and general ontology such as
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• OpenCyc: general knowledge base and commonsense reasoning engine [57].
• WordNet : a lexical database for the English language [45].
• World Fact Book : a substantial knowledge base covering basic geographic, economic, politi-
cal, and demographic knowledge about the world’s nations. [58].
• UMLS : National Library of Medicine’s (NLM) Unified Medical Language System [59].
There are also several ontology languages such as
• Resource Description Framework (RDF) and RDF-Schema (RDFS) [60]
• DARPA Agent Mark-up Language (DAML) [61]
• Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) [62]
• DAML+OIL [63]
• Web Ontology Language (OWL) [64]
The following are some applications that are based on ontology [65]:
• Ontology embedded into an environmental decision support system for waste water treat-
ment plant management: describes an ontology application in the domain of waste water
treatment.
• Developing software agents based on product and process ontology: discusses how ontologies
can be used to provide a unified view of system engineers and domain experts during the
process of developing knowledge-based systems.
• Evaluation of an ontology-based information retrieval tool: discusses the use of explicit
domain ontology in an IR tool using a quantitative method for evaluating the performance
of the tool.
• MKBEEM is an ontology domain modeling support for multi-lingual services in e-commerce:
describes the role of ontologies on that IST European project.
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2.6.2 Conceptual Graphs
Conceptual graphs (CGs) are logic systems that are based on the existential graphs of Charles
Sanders Peirce [66] and the semantic networks [67] of artificial intelligence. Conceptual Graphs
(CGs) are basically labeled graphs where their nodes represent ”concepts” and their arcs repre-
sents ”relations” which connect between nodes. The main objective of the CGs is to express the
meaning in a precise logical form. This form is humanly readable, and computationally achievable.
Conceptual graphs have a simple mapping to language which leverages CGs to be considered as
an intermediate language between formal computer languages and natural languages.
2.6.3 Forms of Knowledge Interchange
Conceptual graphs are formally defined by an abstract syntax. This syntax is independent of
any notation. However, the CGs formalism can be represented in either graphical or character-
based notations. For example, the following is the display form (DF) of a conceptual graph
that represents the English sentence John is going to Boston by bus [54]. In DF, concepts are
represented by rectangles: [Go], [Person: John], [City: Boston], and [Bus]. Conceptual relations
are represented by circles or ovals: (Agnt) relates [Go] to the agent John, (Dest) relates [Go] to the
destination Boston, and (Inst) relates [Go] to the instrument bus. The arcs that link the relations
to the concepts are represented by arrows. For relations with more than two arguments, the arcs
are numbered. The linear form (LF) is more compact notation than DF. However, it is more
humanly readable than DF. It is exactly equivalent in expressive power to the abstract syntax and
the display form. Following is the LF for the same sentence:
[Go]- (Agnt) -> [Person: John] (Dest) -> [City: Boston] (Inst) ->
[Bus]
In this form, the concepts are represented by square brackets rather than boxes. The conceptual
relations are represented by parentheses instead of circles. The hyphen on the first line indicates
that the relations attached to [Go] are continued on subsequent lines. Both DF and LF are designed
for communication with humans or between humans and machines. For communication between
machines, the conceptual graph interchange form (CGIF) has a simpler syntax. Following is the
CGIF for the same sentence:
[Go *x] (Agnt ?x [Person ’John’]) (Dest ?x [City ’Boston’]) (Inst ?x
[Bus])
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CGIF is designed for transfer between computer systems that use CGs as their internal repre-
sentation. For communication with systems that use other internal representations, CGIF can be
translated to another logic-based formalism called the Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF):
(exists ((?x Go) (?y Person) (?z City) (?w Bus)) (and (Name ?y John)
(Name ?z Boston) (Agnt ?x ?y) (Dest ?x ?z) (Inst ?x ?w)))
Although DF, LF, CGIF, and KIF look very different in terms of structure, their semantics is
defined by the same logical foundations. Semantic information expressed in any one of them can
be translated to the others without loss or distortion and they can all be translated to a statement
of the following form in typed predicate calculus:
(∃x : Go)(∃y : Person)(∃z : City)(∃w : Bus)
(name(y,′ John′) ∧ name(z,′ Boston′) ∧ agnt(x, y) ∧ dest(x, z) ∧ inst(x,w))
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the literature review of the text mining techniques especially the
common algorithms in text clustering, categorization and retrieval search engines. These tech-
niques are used in the experiments of the proposed work. In addition, we reviewed the required
background on the natural language understanding field especially in the area of thematic roles and
role labeling task. The next chapter introduces the proposed concept-based model that advances




This chapter introduces the proposed concept-based model including the concept-based statistical
analyzer, conceptual ontological graph (COG) representation, concept extractor, and concept-
based similarity measure. Moreover, we introduce an illustrative example to show the objectives
of each individual component. In addition, we present a mathematical framework of the concept-
based model.
3.0.1 Overview
The proposed concept-based model consists of concept-based statistical analyzer, conceptual on-
tological graph (COG) representation, concept extractor, and concept-based similarity measure.
The aim of the concept-based statistical analyzer is to weight each term on the sentence and the
document levels rather than the traditional analysis of document only. The conceptual ontological
graph representation presents the sentence structure while maintaining the sentence semantics in
the original document. Each concept in the COG representation is weighted based on its position
in the representation. The concept extractor combines the two different weights computed by
the concept-based statistical analyzer and the COG representation as depicted in Fig.( 3.1). The
weights that are computed by the concept-based statistical analyzer and the COG representation
are called weightstat and weightCOG respectively.
A raw text document is the input to the proposed model. Each document has well defined
sentence boundaries. Each sentence in the document is labeled automatically based on the Prop-
Bank notations [68]. After running the semantic role labeler [68], each sentence in the document
might have one or more labeled verb-argument structures. The number of generated labeled verb-

















































(ctf: conceptual term frequency)









Figure 3.1: Concept-based Model
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sentence that has many labeled verb-argument structures includes many verbs associated with
their arguments. The labeled verb-argument structures, the output of the role labeling task, are
captured and analyzed by the concept-based model on the sentence, document, and corpus levels.
In this model, both the verb and the argument are considered terms. One term can be an
argument to more than one verb in the same sentence. This means that this term can have more
than one semantic role in the same sentence. In such cases, this term plays important semantic
roles that contribute to the meaning of the sentence. In the concept-based model, a labeled term
either word or phrase is considered a concept.
While explaining each component in concept-based model, we will associate an illustrative
example to show the input and the output of each individual component.
3.1 Concept-based Statistical Analyzer
The objective behind the concept-based analysis task is to achieve an accurate analysis of concepts
on the sentence, document, and corpus levels rather than a single-term analysis on the document
only.
3.1.1 Sentence-Based Concept Analysis
To analyze each concept at the sentence-level, a new concept-based frequency measure, called the
conceptual term frequency (ctf) is proposed. The ctf calculations of concept c in sentence s and
document d are as follows:
3.1.1.1 Calculating ctf of concept c in sentence s
The ctf is the number of occurrences of concept c in verb argument structures of sentence s. The
concept c, which frequently appears in different verb argument structures of the same sentence s,
has the principal role of contributing to the meaning of s. In this case, the ctf is a local measure
on the sentence level.
3.1.1.2 Calculating ctf of concept c in document d
A concept c can have many ctf values in different sentences in the same document d. Thus, the







where sn is the total number of sentences that contain concept c in document d. Taking
the average of the ctf values of concept c in its sentences of document d measures the overall
importance of concept c to the meaning of its sentences in document d. A concept, which has
ctf values in most of the sentences in a document, has a major contribution to the meaning of
its sentences that leads to discover the topic of the document. Thus, calculating the average of
the ctf values measures the overall importance of each concept to the semantics of a document
through the sentences.
To illustrate the calculation of ctf in a document, consider a concept c which appears twice in
document d in the first and the second sentences. The concept c appears five times in the verb
argument structures of the first sentence s1 and three times in the verb argument structures of




3.1.2 Document-Based Concept Analysis
To analyze each concept at the document-level, the concept-based term frequency tf , the number
of occurrences of a concept (word or phrase) c in the original document, is calculated. The tf is
a local measure on the document level.
3.1.3 Corpus-based Concept Analysis
To extract concepts that can discriminate between documents, the concept-based document fre-
quency df , the number of documents containing concept c, is calculated. The df is a global
measure on the corpus level. This measure is used to reward the concepts that only appear in a
small number of documents as these concepts can discriminate their documents among others.
The following is the concept-based weighting weightstat which is used to discriminate between
non-important terms with respect to sentence semantics and terms which hold the concepts that
present the meaning of the sentence.
weightstati = tfweighti + ctfweighti (3.2)
In calculating the value of weightstati in equation (3.2), the tfweighti value presents the weight
of concept i in document d at the document-level and the ctfweighti value presents the weight of
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the concept i in the document d at the sentence-level based on the contribution of concept i to
the semantics of the sentences in d. The sum between the two values of tfweighti and ctfweighti
presents an accurate measure of the contribution of each concept to the meaning of the sentences
and to the topics mentioned in a document.
In equation (3.8), the tfij value is normalized by the length of the document vector of the term






where cn is the total number of the concepts which has a term frequency value in the document
d.
In equation (3.9), the ctfij value is normalized by the length of the document vector of the






where cn is the total number of concepts which has a conceptual term frequency value in the
document d.
The process of calculating ctf , tf , and df measures in a corpus is attained by the proposed
algorithm which is called (Concept-based Analysis Algorithm).
The concept-based analysis algorithm describes the process of calculating the ctf , tf , and df
of the matched concepts in the documents. The procedure begins with processing a new document
(at line 2) which has well defined sentence boundaries. Each sentence is semantically labeled
according to [68]. The lengths of the matched concepts and their verb argument structures are
stored for the concept-based similarity calculations in section 3.5.
For each labeled sentence (in the for loop at line 6), concepts of the verb argument structures
which represent the sentence semantics are weighted by the weighttf , weightctf , weightstat and
weightcombined according to the values of the tf , ctf , and df (at lines 9, 10, and 11). The concepts
list Ltf , Lctf , Lstat, and Lcombined are sorted descendingly based on the weighttf , weightctf , and
weightstat values respectively. The maximum weighted concepts are chosen as top concepts from
the concepts lists. (at lines 21,22,and 23). The concept-based statistical analysis algorithm is
capable of extracting the top concepts in a document (d) in O(m) time, where m is the number
of concepts.
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Algorithm 3.1 Concept-Based Analysis Algorithm
1: R is a corpus
2: d is a new Document
3: Ltf is an empty List (Ltf is a top concept list)
4: Lctf is an empty List (Lctf is a top concept list)
5: Lstat is an empty List (Lstat is a top concept list)
6: for each labeled sentence s in d do
7: ci is a new concept in s
8: for each concept ci in s do
9: compute tfi of ci in d
10: compute ctfi of ci in s in d
11: compute dfi of ci in R
12: compute weightstati of concept ci
13: add concept ci to Ltf
14: add concept ci to Lctf
15: add concept ci to Lstat
16: end for
17: end for
18: sort Ltf descendingly based on max(weighttf )
19: sort Lctf descendingly based on max(weightctf )
20: sort Lstat descendingly based on max(weightstat)
21: return max(weighttf ) from list Ltf
22: return max(weightctf ) from list Lctf
23: return max(weightstat) from list Lstat
3.2 Illustrative Example
Consider the following sentence:
”We have noted how some electronic techniques, developed for the defense effort, have even-
tually been used in commerce and industry.”
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3.2.1 Example: Role Labeler
In this sentence, the semantic role labeler identifies three target words (verbs), marked by bold,
which are the verbs that represent the semantic structure of the meaning of the sentence. These
verbs are noted, developed, and used. Each one of these verbs has its own arguments as follows:
• [ARG0 We] [TARGET noted ] [ARG1 how some electronic techniques developed for the
defense effort have eventually been used in commerce and industry]
• We have noted how [ARG1 some electronic techniques] [TARGET developed ] [ARGM-PNC
for the defense effort] have eventually been used in commerce and industry
• We have noted how [ARG1 some electronic techniques developed for the defense effort] have
[ARGM-TMP eventually] been [TARGET used ] [ARGM-LOC in commerce and industry]
Arguments labels2 are numbered Arg0, Arg1, Arg2, and so on depending on the valency of the
verb in sentence. The meaning of each argument label is defined relative to each verb in a lexicon
of Frames Files [68].
Despite this generality, Arg0 is very consistently assigned an Agent-type meaning, while Arg1
has a Patient or Theme meaning almost as consistently [68]. Thus, this sentence consists of the
following three verb-argument structures:
1. First verb-argument structure:
• [ARG0 We]
• [TARGET noted ]
• [ARG1 how some electronic techniques developed for the defense effort have eventually
been used in commerce and industry]
2. Second verb-argument structure:
• [ARG1 some electronic techniques]
• [TARGET developed ]
2Each set of argument labels and their definitions is called a frameset and provides a unique identifier for the
verb sense. Because the meaning of each argument number is defined on a per-verb basis, there is no straightforward
mapping of meaning between arguments with the same number. For example, arg2 for verb send is the recipient,
while for verb comb it is the thing searched for and for verb fill it is the substance filling some container [68].
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(3) electronic techniques 3
(4) developed 3
(5) defense effort 3
(6) electronic techniques 2
developed defense effort
(7) used 2










• [ARGM-PNC for the defense effort]
3. Third verb-argument structure:
• [ARG1 some electronic techniques developed for the defense effort]
• [ARGM-TMP eventually]
• [TARGET used ] [ARGM-LOC in commerce and industry]
3.2.2 Example: Stemmer
After each sentence is labeled by a semantic role labeler, a cleaning step is performed to remove
stop-words that have no significance, and to stem the words using the popular Porter Stemmer
algorithm [7]. The terms generated after this step are called concepts.
In this example, stop words are removed and concepts are shown without stemming for better
readability as follows:
1. Concepts in the first verb-argument structure:
• noted
• electronic techniques developed defense effort eventually commerce industry




3. Concepts in the third verb-argument structure:




3.2.3 Example: Concept-based Statistical Analyzer
It is imperative to note that these concepts are extracted from the same sentence. Thus, the
concepts mentioned in this example sentence are:
• noted




• electronic techniques developed defense effort
• used
• commerce industry
The traditional analysis methods assign same weight for the words that appear in the same sen-
tence. However, the concept-based statistical analyzer discriminates among terms that represent
the concepts of the sentence. This discrimination is entirely based on the semantic analysis of the
sentence. In this example, some concepts have higher conceptual term frequency ctf than others
as shown in Table 3.1. In such cases, these concepts (with high ctf) contribute to the meaning of
the sentence more than concepts (with low ctf).
As shown in Table 3.1, the concept-based statistical analyzer computes the ctf measure for:
* The concepts which are extracted from the verb-argument structures of the sentence, which are
in Table 3.1 from row (1) to row (8).
* The concepts which are overlapped with other concepts in the sentence. These concepts are in
Table 3.1 from row (3) to row (8),
* The individual concepts in the sentence, which are in Table 3.1 from row (9) to row (15).
In this example, the topic of the sentence is about the electronic techniques. These concepts
have the highest ctf value with 3. In addition, the concept noted which has the lowest ctf , has
no significant effect on the topic of the sentence.
It is important to note that concepts such as commerce and industry have the ctf value with
2 which is not the highest. However, these concepts are important to the sentence semantics.
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They provide significant information about what electronic techniques eventually have been used
in. Thus, selecting the maximum ctf weight by the concept-based statistical analyzer only, leads
to lose important concepts such as commerce and industry.
3.3 Conceptual Ontological Graph (COG)
The COG representation provides nested levels of concepts in a hierarchical manner. Each concept
in the COG representation is weighted based on its position in the representation. The COG
representation is used to provide a definite separation among concepts that contribute to the
meaning of a sentence. This separation is needed to distinguish between important concepts and
non-important concepts with respect to the meaning of a sentence.
The COG represents the sentence structure while maintaining the sentence semantics in the
original documents. The output of the role labeling task, which are verbs and their arguments are
represented as conceptual graphs in the COG representation. A conceptual graph is constructed for
each verb-argument structure. It is one to one relationship between the verb-argument structure
and the conceptual graph. These conceptual graphs are the levels of the COG representation. The
number of COG levels equals to the number of the verb-argument structures in a sentence.
The COG representation is a directed hypergraph COG = (CG, A) where CG is a set of nodes
{cg1, cg2, ..., cgn}, such that each node cg represents a conceptual graph; and A is a set of links
{a1, a2, ..., am}, such that each link a is the relation between an ordered pair of nodes (or conceptual
graphs) (cgi, cgj). These links represent the levels of the COG representation.
Each node cg in the COG representation is a conceptual graph CG = (C,R) where C is a set of
vertices {c1, c2, ..., ck}, such that each vertex c represents a concept (either a verb or an argument);
and R is a set of edges {r1, r2, ..., rz}, such that each edge r is the relation between an ordered pair
of vertices (or concepts). These relations, such as subjects, objects and targets, are the labels of
the verbs and its arguments generated by the semantic role labeling task.
First, the COG representation captures the verbs and their arguments in a sentence based on the
role labeling. Secondly, a conceptual graph is constructed for each verb-argument structure. Lastly,
the entire conceptual graphs are placed and linked in one sentence-based conceptual ontological
graph representation. When node x is linked to node y in the COG representation, it means that
there is still detailed information about the topic of node x, and is provided through concepts and
their relations in the next level by another conceptual graph represented in node y.
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It is crucial to note that the contribution of the COG representation lies in its semantic-based
hierarchical nature. This is due to the fact that most of the nodes in the COG representation are
linked to other nodes (conceptual graphs). This means that there are more detailed information
in a sentence and it is represented by these graphs. Thus, the COG representation introduces
the concepts of a sentence in a descending way. The highest nodes represent the most general (or
shallow) concepts of the sentence. The lowest nodes represent the least key concepts mentioned in
the sentence. This hierarchical manner provides different levels of depth for concept-based analysis
within a sentence.
Consequently, the COG representation shares the same ontological behavior of common ontolo-
gies regarding the semantics of the sentence. Thus, COG can be considered as a semantic-based
ontology that provides a hierarchy of the levels of importance for each concept in a sentence.
3.3.1 Relations in the Conceptual Ontological Graph
As mentioned earlier in section(3.3), COG representation is a directed hypergraph of conceptual
graphs (nodes). Each node in the COG representation is a conceptual graph and there are relations
between nodes (conceptual graphs) in the COG representation.
There are two types of relations in the COG representation: internal relations that link between
concepts in each conceptual graph and external relations that link between the entire conceptual
graphs (or nodes) in the COG representation.
Constructing the internal relations is straight forward because these relations are provided by
the semantic role labeler. These internal relations are the semantic labels (such as subject or
object) of the verb-argument structures.
Constructing the external relations between nodes (conceptual graphs) in the COG represen-
tation is based on the following:
• As mentioned in section(3.3), a concept in the conceptual graph is either a verb or an
argument. There are two types of concepts: concept (of a verb) and concept (of an argument).
• If a concept x (of an argument) in a conceptual graph cgx consists of a concept y (of verb)
in a conceptual graph cgy with respect to words, then there is a link (or directed edge) from
node cgx pointed to node cgy.
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3.3.2 Conceptual Ontological Graph Construction
The construction of the COG representation consists of the following steps:
1. Determine the number of verb-argument structures for each sentence (e.g., a sentence that
consists of one verb has only one verb-argument structure)
2. Construct a conceptual graph for each verb-argument structure.
3. Compute the amount of overlapping with respect to words between concepts (of arguments)
in each conceptual graph and concepts (of verbs) in the other conceptual graphs.
4. Use the amount of words overlapping calculated from the third step to define the relations
between conceptual graphs in the COG representation.
5. Combine the generated conceptual graphs from the second step and their relations from the
fourth step to construct the COG representation.
Five types that represent the levels of the COG hierarchy are proposed and assigned to con-
ceptual graphs as follows:
• Type One : means that there is only one conceptual graph that corresponds to one verb-
argument structure. In this case, the COG representation consists of one node only.
• Type Main : the conceptual graph of main type has the maximum number of outgoing links
(or directed edges) that point to other nodes in the COG representation. This means that
the conceptual graph of main type has the maximum number of concepts (of arguments)
that consists of concepts (of verbs) in other conceptual graphs with respect to words. The
conceptual graph of main type is the highest level of the COG representation. Main type
provides the shallow meaning of a sentence.
• Type Container : the conceptual graph of container type has at least one outgoing link that
points to another conceptual graph. Moreover, the conceptual graph of container type does
not have the maximum number of outgoing links (unlike the main type). The conceptual
graph of container type is neither the highest level nor the lowest level. Usually, container
type is placed between the highest and the lowest levels in the COG representation. The
container type provides more detailed information than the main type.
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• Type Referenced : the conceptual graph of referenced type has at least one incoming link
from another conceptual graph. This means that the concept (of verb) in the conceptual
graph of referenced type appeared at least one time in a concept (of argument) in another
conceptual graph that has either main or container type. The conceptual graph of referenced
type is the lowest level in the COG representation. Usually, the referenced type provides the
most detailed information about the sentence.
• Type Unreferenced : the conceptual graph of unreferenced type has zero directed edges
neither incoming nor outgoing. This means that the conceptual graph of unreferenced type
is an isolated node with degree zero. The difference between unreferenced and one types is
that in the unreferenced type, the COG representation has other nodes. In one type there
is only one node in the COG representation.
It is crucial to note that the incoming links measure the importance of each conceptual graph (or
node) in the COG representation. The conceptual graph that has many incoming links means that
its concepts are important because these concepts appear frequently in different verb-argument
structures in a sentence. The process of constructing the COG is attained by the proposed algo-
rithm which is called (COG Constructor Algorithm):
The following terminologies are used in the COG construction algorithm; Out-degree: is the
number of edges going out of a vertex in a directed graph. In-degree: is the number of edges
coming into a vertex in a directed graph. Degree: is the number of edges connected to a vertex in
a directed graph.
After running the COG constructor algorithm, the highest level in the COG representation is
the conceptual graph of main type. The conceptual graph of container type will be placed after
the conceptual graph of main type. The conceptual graph of referenced type is the lowest level
in the COG representation and linked with other conceptual graphs of either main or container
types. An isolated node is added to the COG representation that represents the conceptual graph
of unreferenced type.
For implementation and performance purposes, it is imperative to note that the COG repre-
sentation maintains the identification number of each concept and each relation, rather than, the
values of the nodes. There is a hash table that includes the unique concepts that appeared in each
conceptual graph. Thus, the COG is a hierarchy of the identification numbers of the concepts
that appear in each sentence. This is the source of the efficiency of the representation. It is also
important to note that ontology languages are unable to capture the semantic-based levels in the
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Algorithm 3.2 COG Constructor Algorithm
1: s is a new sentence
2: declare La as an empty List (La is a concept list of arguments)
3: Lv as an empty List (Lv is a concept list of verbs)
4: create an empty directed graph COG
5: for each verb-argument structure in s do
6: add concept ca (of argument) to La
7: add concept cv (of verb) to Lv
8: create a conceptual graph CG
9: add node NCG to the COG graph
10: end for
11: for each concept ci of CGi in La do
12: for each concept cj of CGj in Lv do
13: if (cj is a substring in ci) then




18: for each node NCG in COG do
19: if (NCG has the maximum out-degree) then
20: assign NCG the main type
21: end if
22: if (out-degree of NCG ≥ 1) and (out-degree of NCG is not the maximum) then
23: assign NCG the container type
24: end if
25: if (in-degree of NCG ≥ 1) then
26: assign NCG the referenced type
27: end if




32: return the directed graph COG
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hierarchical structure of the sentence semantics. The above algorithm is capable of constructing
the COG representations for a document d in O(m) time, where m is the number of concepts in d.
3.3.3 Concept-based Weighting Scheme
The concept-based weighting is one of the main factors that captures the importance of a concept
in both the sentence and the document levels. The proposed weighting scheme consists of a new
measure called LCOG that measures the importance of each concept with respect to the sentence
semantics based on its level in the COG representation. Instead of extracting concepts from only
one level in the COG representation, concepts appeared in all levels of the COG representation are
weighted and ranked based on their highest weight values. The top ranked concepts are extracted
and used to build a concept-based document index for text retrieval.
* Concept-based Analysis at the Document Level
To analyze each concept at the document-level, the concept-based term frequency tf , the number
of occurrences of a concept (word or phrase) i in the original document, is calculated as shown in
equation (3.8).
* Concept-based Analysis at the Sentence Level
To analyze each concept at the sentence-level, a new measure called LCOG is proposed to rank
concepts with respect to the sentence semantics in the COG representation. The proposed LCOG
measure is assigned to One, Unreferenced, Main, Container, and Referenced levels in the COG
representation with values 1,2,3,4, and 5, respectively. These values represent the importance
of each level in the COG representation with respect to sentence meaning. The proposed LCOG
measure rewards concepts in the conceptual graphs that appear in the lowest level of the COG
representation. Moreover, the LCOG measure also rewards concepts in a conceptual graph that has
more than one type (such as container and referenced type). In this case, the weight of concept i
is the sum of LCOG values that assigned to the conceptual graph that contains concept i as shown
in equation(3.5). If a concept in a conceptual graph has many incoming and outgoing links in the
COG representation then this concept frequently appears in different verb-argument structures
of the same sentence. This means that this concept has the principal role of contributing to the
meaning of the sentence.
The proposed weightCOG is assigned to each concept i in the COG representation and is
calculated by:






where T is the number of types assigned to the conceptual graph that has concept i, and sn
is the total number of sentences that contain concept i in document d. In equation(3.5), the
tfweighti value represents the weight of concept i in document d at the document-level as shown
in equation(3.8). The
∑T
j=1 LCOGi value represents the importance of the concept i in the document
d at the sentence-level based on the contribution of concept i to the semantics of the sentences
represented by the levels of the COG representation. Taking the average of the
∑T
j=1 LCOGi value
of concept i by dividing this value on the total number of i’s sentences sn of document d measures
the overall importance of concept i to the meaning of its sentences in document d. A concept,
which has
∑T
j=1 LCOGi values in most of the sentences in a document, has a major contribution to
the meaning of its sentences that leads to discover the topic of the document. Thus, calculating
the average of the
∑T
j=1 LCOGi values measures the overall importance of each concept to the





ranks the concepts in document d with respect to the contribution of
each concept to the meaning of the sentences and to the topics mentioned in a document.
3.3.4 Example: Conceptual Ontological Graph Representation
Generally,
In this example for the same sentence ”We have noted how some electronic techniques, de-
veloped for the defense effort, have eventually been used in commerce and industry.”, three
conceptual graphs are generated for each verb-argument structure as follows:
1. (noted)
• ARG0 [We]
• ARG1 [how some electronic techniques, developed for the defense effort, have eventually
been used in commerce and industry]
2. (used)
• ARG1 [some electronic techniques developed for the defense effort]
• ARGM-TMP [eventually]
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual Ontological Graph (COG) Representation
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• ARG1 [some electronic techniques]
• ARGM-PNC [for the defense effort]
These conceptual graphs are presented as three nodes in the COG representation as shown in
(Fig. 3.2).
For better follow-up, the three conceptual graphs generated for the three verb-argument struc-
tures of the verbs noted, used, and developed are called by their verbs: (noted - conceptual graph),
(used - conceptual graph) and (developed - conceptual graph) as shown in (Fig. 3.2).
The (noted - conceptual graph) has three concepts: (1)[We], (2)[how some electronic tech-
niques, developed for the defense effort, have eventually been used in commerce and industry] and
(3)[noted]. The (noted - conceptual graph) node in the COG representation has the maximum
out-degree (outgoing links) value of two because the concept [how some electronic techniques, de-
veloped for the defense effort, have eventually been used in commerce and industry] contains the
two verbs (marked by bold and italic) of the other conceptual graphs which are used and devel-
oped. In this case, there are two outgoing links pointed from (noted - conceptual graph) to (used -
conceptual graph) and (developed - conceptual graph). Thus, the (noted - conceptual graph) has
the main type. This conceptual graph provides the general meaning of a sentence presented in X
noted Y. More information about Y can be deduced from the other conceptual graphs: (used -
conceptual graph) and (developed - conceptual graph).
The (used - conceptual graph) has four concepts: (1)[some electronic techniques developed for
the defense effort], (2)[eventually], (3)[in commerce and industry], and (4)[used]. The in-degree of
the (used - conceptual graph) has the value of one presented in the incoming link pointed from
the (noted - conceptual graph) as mentioned earlier. Thus, the (used - conceptual graph) has
the referenced type. Moreover, in the (used - conceptual graph), the concept [some electronic
techniques developed for the defense effort] contains the verb developed (marked by bold and
italic) of the (developed - conceptual graph). In this case, there is an outgoing link pointed
from (used - conceptual graph) to (developed - conceptual graph). The out-degree of the (used -
conceptual graph) has the value of one. Thus, the (used - conceptual graph) has also the container
type because the out-degree value is one and at the same time it is not the maximum value (not like
the main type with the value of two). This conceptual graph provides more detailed information
than the (noted - conceptual graph).
The (developed - conceptual graph) has three concepts: (1)[some electronic techniques], (2)[for
the defense effort] and (3)[developed]. The in-degree of the (developed - conceptual graph) has
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the value of two presented by the two incoming links from the (noted - conceptual graph) and the
(used - conceptual graph) as mentioned earlier. Therefore, the (developed - conceptual graph) has
the referenced type. This graph provides another level of details regarding the sentence semantics.
After removing the stop words which have no significance, the selected concepts, which provide
important information with respect to the sentence semantics, are the concepts that appear in
the conceptual graphs that have more than one type. In this example, concepts that appear in
(used - conceptual graph) that has the referenced and container types are assigned LCOG value
with 9 (5 for referenced type plus 4 for container type). These concepts, which are electronic,
techniques, developed, defense, effort, commerce and industry, play important role of contributing
to the sentence semantics.
At this point, concepts are assigned two different weights using two different techniques which
are the concept-based statistical analyzer and the COG representation. It is important to note that
both of them achieve the same functionality, in different ways. The output of the two techniques
are the important weighted concepts with respect to the sentence semantics that each technique
captures. However, the weighted concepts that are computed by each technique could not be
exactly the same. In other words, the important concepts to the concept-based statistical analyzer
could be non-important to the COG representation and vice versa. Therefore, the third component,
which is the concept extractor, combines the two different weights computed by the concept-based
statistical analyzer and the COG representation to denote the important concepts with respect to
the two techniques.
3.4 Concept Extractor
The concept extractor algorithm describes the process of combining the weightstat (computed by
the concept-based statistical analyzer) and the weightCOG (computed by the COG representation)
into one new combined weight called weightcomb. The concept extractor selects the top concepts
that have the maximum weightcomb values.
The proposed weightcomb is calculated by:




where N is the total number of documents and dfi is the concept-based document frequency of
concept ci (the number of documents containing concept ci). The log(
N
dfi
) value analyzes concepts
on the corpus level. It rewards concept ci which appears in a small number of documents.
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The process of selecting the top concepts from the concepts extracted by the concept-based
statistical analyzer and the COG representation is attained by the proposed Concept Extractor
Algorithm.
Algorithm 3.3 Concept-based Extractor Algorithm
1: R is a corpus
2: ddoci is a new Document
3: L is an empty List (L is a top concept list)
4: for each labeled sentence s in d do
5: create a COG for s as in 3.2 algorithm
6: ci is a new concept in s
7: for each concept ci in s do
8: compute weightstati of concept ci
9: compute weightCOGi of concept ci based on LCOGi
10: compute weightcombi
11: add concept ci to L
12: end for
13: end for
14: sort L descendingly based on weightcomb
15: return max(weightcomb) from list L
The procedure begins with processing a new document (at line 2) which has well defined
sentence boundaries. Each sentence is semantically labeled according to [68].
For each labeled sentence (in the for loop at line 4), concepts of the verb argument struc-
tures which represent the semantic structures of the sentence are extracted to construct the COG
representation (at line 5). The same extracted concepts are weighted by the weightstat (at line 8).
During the concept-based statistical analysis, each concept in the COG representation is also
weighted with different value by the weightCOG (line 9). The weightstat and the weightCOG are
combine into the weightcomb and added to the concepts list L (at line 10 and 11).
The concepts list L is sorted descendingly based on the weightcomb values. The maximum
weighted concepts are chosen as top concepts from the concepts list L. (at line 14 and 15)
The concept extractor algorithm is capable of extracting the top concepts in a document (d)
in O(m) time, where m is the number of concepts.
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3.4.1 Example: Concept Extractor
In this example, for the same sentence ”We have noted how some electronic techniques, developed
for the defense effort, have eventually been used in commerce and industry.”
The concept extractor combines the weights computed by the concept-based statistical analyzer
and the COG representation into one combined weight. The weightCOG values for the concepts
that have the referenced and container types are combined with the weightstat values into new
weightcomb values.
The concepts that have the maximum weightcomb are selected as the top concepts with re-
spect to sentence semantics. In this example, these concepts are electronic, techniques, developed,
defense, effort, commerce, and industry.
The next section presents the concept-based similarity between two documents d1 and d2 that
is calculated by the earlier five weight schemes weighttf , weightctf , weightstat, weightCOG, and
weightcomb.
3.5 A Concept-Based Similarity Measure
Concepts convey local context information, which is essential in determining an accurate similarity
between documents.
A concept-based similarity measure, based on matching concepts at the sentence, document,
corpus and combined approach rather than on individual terms (words) only, is devised. The
concept-based similarity measure relies on three critical aspects. First, the analyzed labeled terms
are the concepts that capture the semantic structure of each sentence. Secondly, the frequency of a
concept is used to measure the contribution of the concept to the meaning of the sentence, as well
as to the main topics of the document. Lastly, the number of documents that contains the analyzed
concepts is used to discriminate among documents in calculating the similarity. These aspects are
measured by the proposed concept-based similarity measure which measures the importance of
each concept at the sentence-level by the ctf measure, document-level by the tf measure, and
corpus-level by the df measure. The concept-based measure exploits the information extracted
from the concept-based analysis algorithm to better judge the similarity between the documents.
This similarity measure is a function of the following factors:
1. The number of matching concepts, m, in the verb arguments structures in each document
(d),
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2. The total number of sentences, s, in each document d,
3. The total number of the labeled verb argument structures, v, in each sentence s,
4. The ctfi of each concept ci in s for each document d where (i = 1, 2, ..., m) as mentioned in
subsections (3.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.2)
5. The tfi of each concept ci in each document d where (i = 1, 2, ..., m),
6. The dfi of each concept ci where (i = 1, 2, ..., m),
7. The length, l, of each concept in the verb argument structure in each document, d, and
8. The length, Lv, of each verb argument structure which contains a matched concept.
9. The total number of documents, N , in the corpus.
The conceptual term frequency (ctf) is an important factor in calculating the concept-based
similarity measure between documents. The more frequent the concept appears in the verb ar-
gument structures of a sentence in a document, the more conceptually similar the documents
are.
The concept-based matching consists of either an exact match or partial match between two
concepts. Exact match means that both concepts have the same words. Partial match means that
one concept includes all the words that appear in the other concept.
Consider the following concepts c1 = ”w1w2w3” and c2 = ”w1w2” where c1, c2 are concepts
and w1, w2, w3 are individual words.
After removing stop words, if c2 ⊂ c1 then c1 holds more conceptual information than c2. In
this case, the length of c1 is used in the similarity measure between c1 and c2.
It is important to note that the concept length is only used during the comparison between two
concepts and it has nothing to do with identifying the importance of a concept with respect to the
sentence semantics. The important concepts with respect to the sentence semantics are identified
by the conceptual term frequency (ctf) and the concept-based term frequency (tf) as mentioned
in subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.










) ∗ weighti1 ∗ weighti2 , (3.7)
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where weighti can be one of the five weight schemes weighttfi , weightctfi , weightstati , weightCOGi ,
and weightcombi . Equation 3.7 assigns a higher score, as the matching concept length approaches
the length of its verb argument structure, because this concept tends to hold more conceptual
information related to the meaning of its sentence. In equation 3.8, the tfij value is normalized by






* cn is the total number of the concepts which has a term frequency value in document d.
* In equation 3.9, the ctfij value is normalized by the length of the document vector of the






where cn is the total number of concepts which has a conceptual term frequency value in document
d.
3.5.1 Cosine Measure
For the single-term similarity measure, the cosine correlation similarity measure in [69] is adopted
with the popular TF-IDF [3] (Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency) term weighting. The
cosine measure is chosen due to its wide use in the document clustering literature. Recall that the
cosine measure calculates the cosine of the angle between the two document vectors. Accordingly,
the single-term similarity measure (sims) is:
sims(d1, d2) = cos(x, y) =
d1 · d2
‖ d1 ‖ ‖ d2 ‖ , (3.10)




This section consists of three sections. The first section presents a mathematical notation of the
concept-based model. A mathematical formulation that compares between the sensitivity of the
concept-based similarity and cosine similarity measures is introduced in the second section. The
third section presents a comparison between the information content of a concept and its individual
word.
3.6.1 Notation
The mathematical notation of the concept-based model is explained as follows:
* List of words (dictionary) is defined as, dic = w1, w2, ..., wN , where N is the total number of
all words in the dictionary.
* A concept c is a string of words, c = ”wi1wi2 ...win” where n is the total number of words in
concept c, where ik ∈ 1, 2, ..., N for k = 1, .., n as the repetition of words is allowed.
* A sentence s is a string of concepts, s = ”ci1ci2 ...cim”, where m is the total number of concepts
generated from the verb argument structures in sentence s. Thus, ci ⊂ s if ci is a substring
of s
* A document doc is a string of words, doc = ”wi1wi2 ...wit”, where t is the total number of
words in document d, where ik ∈ 1, 2, ..., N for k = 1, .., t
* The function freq(strsub, strtotal) is the number of times that substring strsub appears in
string strtotal
* The concept-based term frequency of a concept ci in document doc is tfci,doc = freq(ci, doc)
* The conceptual term frequency of a concept ci in sentence s is ctfci,s = freq(ci, s)
* The conceptual term frequency ctf of concept ci in document doc is calculated by ctfci,doc =∑sn
m=1 ctfm
sn
where sn is the total number of sentences that contain concept c in document doc
as in equation(3.1)
* The concept-based weighting of a concept is weighti = (tfci,doc+ctfci,doc)∗log( Rdfi ), where R is
the total number of documents in the corpus and dfi is the number of documents containing
concept ci as in equation(3.6).
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3.6.2 Concept-based Sensitivity (Discrimination Ability)
Define l(ci) = length of concept ci with respect to words, and
Lv(ci) = length of the verb argument structure contains a matched concept ci.







) ∗ weighti1 ∗ weighti2 as calculated in equation(3.7).
Consider that document doc1 contains concepts C1 = c1,1, c2,1, ..., cN1,1 where N1 is the number
of concepts in doc1. Similarly, doc2 contains concepts C2 = c1,2, c2,2, ..., cN2,2 where N2 is the
number of concepts in doc2
3.
Let C = C1 ∪ C2 = c1, ..., cN where N = |C| is the number of unique concepts in C
Define
d1c = [weight(c1, doc1), ..., weight(cN , doc1)]
T (3.11)
and
d2c = [weight(c2, doc2), ..., weight(cN , doc2)]
T (3.12)
To compare between the concept-based similarity and the cosine similarity between documents
doc1 and doc2 with respect to the sensitivity (discrimination ability), assume the following case.
First we calculated the similarity between doc1 and doc2 using the concept-based and cosine mea-
sures. Secondly, assume that doc2 is changed by4. Lastly, we calculate the similarity between doc1
and doc2 again using concept-based and cosine similarities to find out which similarity measure is
more sensitive to the change that happened to document doc2.
The sensitivity (discrimination ability) of the concept-based similarity is calculated by:
Sconcept(d1c, d2c +4d2c)− Sconcept(d1c, d2c) = d1cT A(d2c +4d2c)− d1cT Ad2c (3.13)






), i = 1, .., N and j = 1, ..., N .
For the single-term, The cosine similarity between documents d1 and d2 is sims(d1, d2) =
cos(x, y) = d1·d2‖d1‖ ‖d2‖ as calculated in equation(3.10). The TFIDF weight of the single-term is
TFIDF = tfi∗log( Ndfi ). The sensitivity (discrimination ability) of the cosine similarity is calculated
by:
Scosine(d1w, d2w +4d2w)− Scosine(d1w, d2w) = d1wT 4 d2w (3.14)
3In this section, we dropped the permutation notation for simplicity
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where d1w and d2w are vectors presented by TF-IDF weight.
Sconcept(d1c, d2c +4d2c)− Sconcept(d1c, d2c) = d1cT A4 d2c (3.15)
To find relations between d1c and d1w and between 4d2w and 4d2c in equations(3.14,3.15),
assume that each concept is a word and each entry in A is equal to one since both the concept
length lci and the verb argument structure length Lvci are equal to one.
From (3.15) and after simple manipulations,









i=1 weight(ci, doc1)weight(ci, doc2) = d1c
T d2c since all components of d1c and d2c are positive.
At the same time, since the concept-based weighting of a concept is weighti = (tfi + ctfi) ∗
log( N
dfi
) and the TFIDF weighting of a single-term is TFIDF = tfi ∗ log( Ndfi ), it is clear that the
ctfi is an added value to the concept-based weighting.
By approximation, the d1c value is bigger than d1w and the 4d2c value is bigger than the 4d2w
value. This is due to the fact that the concept-based weighting has ctfi value as an additional
measure to the TFIDF weighting. Hence, the sensitivity (discrimination ability) of the concept-
based similarity is higher than the cosine similarity. This means that the concept-based model is
deeper in analyzing the similarity between two documents than the traditional approaches. This
is due to the fact that the analysis is achieved on both the document and the sentence levels.
The sensitivity (discrimination ability) of the concept-based similarity is higher than the cosine
similarity in case that each concept is a word. However, each concept usually consists of more
than one word which means that the information content of a concept is higher than its individual
words.
3.6.3 Concept-based Entropy
The entropy of a concept is higher than the sum of the entropy of its individual words. This is
formally proven in the following theorem.
Consider a document doc containing words from a dictionary dict = w1, ..., wN and concepts






p(cj|doc) log p(cj|doc) (3.17)




p(wi|doc) log p(wi|doc) (3.18)
then we want to prove that Ik(c) ≥ I(w)
Proof
Any concept cj of length k words is generally represented as a string of k words selected from
the dictionary. i.e. cj = ”wi1j...wikj”. Hence, the summation in equation (3.17) is equivalent to
taking the summation over all permutations of the words in the dictionary (with repetition) and













. Using the definition of conditional probability












p(wi2 , ..., wik |wi1 , doc)
−∑i1,i2,...,ik p(wi1|doc)p(wi2 , ..., wik |wi1 , doc) log(p(wi2 , ..., wik |wi1 , doc))
but ∑
i2,...,ik



















p(wi1|doc) log(p(wi1|doc)) = I(w) (3.24)
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, a new concept-based model is introduced. The concept-based model consists of
concept-based statistical analyzer, conceptual ontological graph (COG) representation, concept
extractor, and concept-based similarity measure. Moreover, three algorithms are presented which
are (1) concept-based statistical analysis algorithm, (2) COG constructor algorithm and (3) con-
cept extractor algorithm. The concept-based statistical analysis algorithm analyzes terms on the
sentence, document and corpus levels. The COG constructor algorithm provides the required
steps for creating the COG representation. the concept extractor algorithm combines between the
weights of the statistical analyzer and the COG representation to choose the best concepts out
of the two approaches. In addition, an illustrative example is introduced to show the input and
the output of each component. Moreover, a concept-based measure that measures the similarity




This chapter presents the experimental work of applying the concepts extracted by the concept-
based model in text clustering, categorization, and retrieval. The chapter introduces a comparison
among five weighings weighttf , weightctf , weightstat, weightcog, and weightcombind in text cluster-
ing, categorization, and retrieval applications. We discuss the results of the concept-based model
compared to the traditional techniques. In addition, some observations are reported regarding the
text clustering, categorization and retrieval quality achieved by the concept-based model.
4.1 Overview
In order to address the stability of the algorithm, data variation and to test the effectiveness of
using the concepts extracted by the proposed concept-based model as an accurate measure to
weight terms in the document. Extensive sets of experiments for a large scale evaluation of the
proposed model in text clustering, categorization, and retrieval are conducted. In the experiments,
we are comparing with ground truth. In the datasets, the text directly is analyzed, rather than,
using metadata associated with the text documents. This clearly demonstrates the effect of using
concepts on the text mining process.
For the single-term weighting, the popular TF-IDF [3] (Term Frequency/Inverse Document
Frequency) term weighting is adopted. The TF-IDF weighting is chosen due to its wide use in the
document clustering, categorization, and retrieval literature.
The concept-based weighting is one of the main factors that captures the importance of a
concept in a document. Thus, to study the effect of the concept-based weighting on the the quality
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of the text clustering, categorization, retrieval techniques, the entire sets of the experiments are
repeated using the following concept-based weighting schemes:
• The weighttfi as in equation (3.8)
• The weightctfi as in equation (3.9)
• The weightstati as in equation (3.2)
• The weightcogi as in equation(3.5)
• The weightcombindi as in equation(3.6)
Table 4.1: Clustering Improvement using Concept-based Term Frequency (weighttf )
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
F-measure Entropy F-measure Entropy
Reuters
HAC (ward) 0.723 0.251 0.782 0.113 +8.16%F, -54.98%E
HAC (complete) 0.623 0.315 0.766 0.121 +22.95%F, -61.58%E
Single Pass 0.411 0.523 0.623 0.279 +51.58%F, -46.65%E
k-NN 0.511 0.348 0.736 0.174 +44.03%F, -50.0%E
ACM
HAC (ward) 0.697 0.317 0.741 0.178 +6.31%F, -43.84%E
HAC (complete) 0.481 0.362 0.712 0.188 +48.02%F, -48.06%E
Single Pass 0.398 0.608 0.607 0.316 +52.51%F, -48.02%E
k-NN 0.491 0.402 0.697 0.235 +41.95%F, -41.54%E
Brown
HAC (ward) 0.581 0.385 0.688 0.136 +18.41%F, -64.67%E
HAC (complete) 0.547 0.401 0.653 0.211 +19.37%F, -47.38%E
Single Pass 0.437 0.551 0.611 0.263 +39.81%F, -52.26%E
k-NN 0.462 0.316 0.657 0.149 +42.20%F, -52.84%E
20 Newsgroups
HAC (ward) 0.535 0.316 0.661 0.152 +23.55%F, -51.89%E
HAC (complete) 0.471 0.345 0.643 0.243 +36.51%F, -29.56%E
Single Pass 0.312 0.643 0.524 0.371 +67.94%F, -42.30%E
k-NN 0.462 0.457 0.621 0.256 +34.41%F, -43.98%E
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Table 4.2: Clustering Improvement using Conceptual Term Frequency (weightctf )
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
F-measure Entropy F-measure Entropy
Reuters
HAC (ward) 0.723 0.251 0.892 0.062 +23.37%F, -75.29%E
HAC (complete) 0.623 0.315 0.817 0.068 +31.13%F, -78.41%E
Single Pass 0.411 0.523 0.783 0.125 +90.51%F, -76.09%E
k-NN 0.511 0.348 0.861 0.066 +68.49%F, -81.03%E
ACM
HAC (ward) 0.697 0.317 0.883 0.054 +26.68%F, -82.96%E
HAC (complete) 0.481 0.362 0.843 0.173 +75.25%F, -52.20%E
Single Pass 0.398 0.608 0.764 0.201 +91.95%F, -66.94%E
k-NN 0.491 0.402 0.845 0.143 +72.09%F, -64.42%E
Brown
HAC (ward) 0.581 0.385 0.876 0.083 +50.77%F, -78.44%E
HAC (complete) 0.547 0.401 0.852 0.127 +55.75%F, -68.32%E
Single Pass 0.437 0.551 0.726 0.133 +66.13%F, -75.86%E
k-NN 0.462 0.316 0.843 0.118 +82.46%F, -62.65%E
20 Newsgroups
HAC (ward) 0.535 0.316 0.852 0.064 +59.25%F, -79.74%E
HAC (complete) 0.471 0.345 0.823 0.082 +74.73%F, -76.23%E
Single Pass 0.312 0.643 0.704 0.153 >+100%F, -76.20%E
k-NN 0.462 0.457 0.815 0.121 +76.40%F, -73.52%E
4.2 Text Clustering
The experimental setup consisted of four datasets. The first data set contains 23,115 ACM abstract
articles collected from the ACM digital library. The ACM articles are classified according to
the ACM computing classification system into five main categories: general literature, hardware,
computer systems organization, software, and data. The second data set has 12,902 documents
from the Reuters 21578 dataset. There are 9,603 documents in the training set and 3,299 documents
in the test set. Out of the 5 category sets, the topic category set contains 135 categories, but only
90 categories have at least one document in the training set. These 90 categories were used in
the experiment. The third dataset consisted of 361 samples from the Brown corpus [70]. Each
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Table 4.3: Clustering Improvement using Concept-based Statistical Analyzer (weightstat)
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
F-measure Entropy F-measure Entropy
Reuters
HAC (ward) 0.723 0.251 0.925 0.012 +27.93%F, -95.21%E
HAC (complete) 0.623 0.315 0.907 0.025 +45.58%F, -92.06%E
Single Pass 0.411 0.523 0.816 0.067 +98.54%F, -87.18%E
k-NN 0.511 0.348 0.917 0.015 +79.45%F, -95.68%E
ACM
HAC (ward) 0.697 0.317 0.918 0.043 +31.70%F, -86.43%E
HAC (complete) 0.481 0.362 0.895 0.135 +86.07%F, -62.7%E
Single Pass 0.398 0.608 0.791 0.152 +98.74%F, -75.0%E
k-NN 0.491 0.402 0.891 0.111 +81.46%F, -72.38%E
Brown
HAC (ward) 0.581 0.385 0.906 0.018 +55.93%F, -95.32%E
HAC (complete) 0.547 0.401 0.901 0.021 +64.71%F, -94.76%E
Single Pass 0.437 0.551 0.804 0.045 +83.98%F, -91.83%E
k-NN 0.462 0.316 0.902 0.023 +95.23%F, -92.72%E
20 Newsgroups
HAC (ward) 0.535 0.316 0.901 0.035 +68.41%F, -88.92%E
HAC (complete) 0.471 0.345 0.892 0.074 +89.38%F, -78.55%E
Single Pass 0.312 0.643 0.773 0.087 >+100%F, -86.46%E
k-NN 0.462 0.457 0.865 0.065 +87.22%F, -85.77%E
sample has 2000+ words. The Brown corpus main categories used in the experiment were: press:
reportage, press: reviews, religion, skills and hobbies, popular lore, belles-letters, learned, fiction:
science, fiction: romance, and humor. The fourth dataset consists of 20,000 messages collected
from 20 Usenet newsgroups.
The similarities which are calculated by using the concept-based model are used to compute four
similarity matrices among documents as shown in Figure(4.1). Three standard document clustering
techniques are chosen for testing the effect of the concept-based similarity on clustering [71]:
(1) Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC), (2) Single Pass Clustering, and (3) k-Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN)3.
3Though k-NN is mostly known to be used for classification, it has also been used for clustering (example could
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Figure 4.1: Concept-based Model For Text Clustering
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Table 4.4: Clustering Improvement using Conceptual Ontological Graph (weightcog)
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
F-measure Entropy F-measure Entropy
Reuters
HAC (ward) 0.723 0.251 0.914 0.038 +26.41%F, -84.86%E
HAC (complete) 0.623 0.315 0.897 0.045 +43.98%F, -85.71%E
Single Pass 0.411 0.523 0.792 0.086 +92.70%F, -83.55%E
k-NN 0.511 0.348 0.897 0.042 +75.53%F, -87.93%E
ACM
HAC (ward) 0.697 0.317 0.927 0.031 +32.99%F, -90.22%E
HAC (complete) 0.481 0.362 0.915 0.062 +90.22%F, -82.87%E
Single Pass 0.398 0.608 0.824 0.085 >+100%F, -86.01%E
k-NN 0.491 0.402 0.916 0.047 +86.55%F, -88.30%E
Brown
HAC (ward) 0.581 0.385 0.924 0.013 +59.03%F, -96.62%E
HAC (complete) 0.547 0.401 0.916 0.018 +67.45%F, -95.51%E
Single Pass 0.437 0.551 0.857 0.029 +96.10%F, -94.73%E
k-NN 0.462 0.316 0.918 0.015 +98.70%F, -95.25%E
20 Newsgroups
HAC (ward) 0.535 0.316 0.885 0.057 +65.42%F, -81.96%E
HAC (complete) 0.471 0.345 0.857 0.079 +81.95%F, -77.10%E
Single Pass 0.312 0.643 0.759 0.094 >+100%F, -85.38%E
k-NN 0.462 0.457 0.843 0.081 +82.46%F, -82.27%E
In order to evaluate the quality of the clustering, two quality measures widely used in the
text mining literature for the purpose of document clustering [9] are adopted. The first is the
F-measure, which combines the Precision and Recall measures from the Information Retrieval
literature. The precision P and recall R of a cluster j with respect to a class i are defined as:








be found in [72]).
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Table 4.5: Clustering Improvement using The Concept-based Combined Model weightcomb
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
F-measure Entropy F-measure Entropy
Reuters
HAC (ward) 0.723 0.251 0.938 0.0075 +29.73%F, -97.01%E
HAC (complete) 0.623 0.315 0.921 0.017 +47.83%F, -94.60%E
Single Pass 0.411 0.523 0.857 0.032 >+100%F, -93.88%E
k-NN 0.511 0.348 0.926 0.0083 +81.21%F, -97.61%E
ACM
HAC (ward) 0.697 0.317 0.936 0.014 +34.28%F, -95.58%E
HAC (complete) 0.481 0.362 0.925 0.031 +92.30%F, -91.43%E
Single Pass 0.398 0.608 0.851 0.054 >+100%F, -91.11%E
k-NN 0.491 0.402 0.927 0.026 +88.79%F, -93.53%E
Brown
HAC (ward) 0.581 0.385 0.931 0.0064 +60.24%F, -98.33%E
HAC (complete) 0.547 0.401 0.927 0.0082 +69.46%F, -97.95%E
Single Pass 0.437 0.551 0.894 0.017 >+100%F, -96.91%E
k-NN 0.462 0.316 0.928 0.0075 >+100%F, -97.62%E
20 Newsgroups
HAC (ward) 0.535 0.316 0.923 0.013 +72.52%F, -95.88%E
HAC (complete) 0.471 0.345 0.908 0.037 +92.78%F, -89.27%E
Single Pass 0.312 0.643 0.843 0.041 >+100%F, -93.62%E
k-NN 0.462 0.457 0.916 0.032 +98.26%F, -92.99%E
Mij: is the number of members of class i in cluster j,
Mj: is the number of members of cluster j, and
Mi: is the number of members of class i.





With respect to class i, the cluster with the highest F-measure is considered to be the cluster
that maps to class i, and that F-measure becomes the score for class i. The overall F-measure for




i(|i| × F (i))∑
i |i|
, (4.4)
where |i| is the number of objects in class i. The higher the overall F-measure, the better the
clustering, due to the higher accuracy of the clusters mapping to the original classes.
The second measure is the Entropy , which provides a measure of quality for unnested clusters
or for the clusters at one level of a hierarchical clustering. Entropy measures how homogeneous a
cluster is. The higher the homogeneity of a cluster, the lower the entropy is, and vice versa. The
entropy of a cluster containing only one object (perfect homogeneity) is zero.
For every cluster j in the clustering result C, the probability pij that a member of cluster j
belongs to class i is computed. The entropy of each cluster j is calculated using the standard
formula Ej = −
∑
i pijlog(pij), where the sum is taken over all classes. The total entropy for a set








where Mj is the size of cluster j, and M is the total number of data objects.
Usually, internal measures are used to evaluate the clustering quality. However, we have the
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Figure 4.5: Clustering Range of Improvements (Entropy)
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Table 4.6: Text Categorization Improvement using Concept-based Term Frequency (weighttf )
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
Micro Macro Avg Micro Macro Avg
Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error
Reuters
SVM 0.9023 0.7421 0.0871 0.9065 0.7843 0.0794 +0.46%, +5.68%, -8.84%
NB 0.8132 0.6127 0.2754 0.8214 0.6725 0.1522 +1.00%, +9.76%, -44.73%
Rocchio 0.8543 0.6513 0.1632 0.8612 0.7031 0.1173 +0.80%, +7.95%, -28.12%
kNN 0.8736 0.6865 0.1074 0.8747 0.7256 0.0835 +0.12%, +5.69%, -22.25%
ACM
SVM 0.6851 0.4973 0.1782 0.7165 0.5823 0.1652 +4.58%, +17.09%, -7.29%
NB 0.6134 0.4135 0.4215 0.6522 0.5217 0.3584 +6.32%, +26.16%, -14.9%
Rocchio 0.6327 0.4826 0.2733 0.6611 0.5643 0.2463 +4.48%, +16.92%, -9.87%
kNN 0.6543 0.4952 0.2103 0.6986 0.5724 0.1869 +6.77%, +15.58%, -11.1%
Brown
SVM 0.8537 0.6143 0.1134 0.8653 0.6925 0.0813 +1.35%, +12.72%, -28.3%
NB 0.7864 0.5071 0.3257 0.8094 0.6289 0.2147 +2.92%, +24.01%, -34.0%
Rocchio 0.8067 0.5728 0.2413 0.8263 0.6574 0.1584 +2.42%, +14.76%, -34.3%
kNN 0.8291 0.5934 0.1256 0.8422 0.6853 0.0936 +1.58%, +15.48%, -25.4%
Newsgroups
SVM 0.7951 0.5923 0.1325 0.8125 0.6218 0.0892 +2.18%, +4.98%, -32.67%
NB 0.7023 0.4975 0.3621 0.7325 0.5643 0.2841 +4.30%, +13.4%, -21.54%
Rocchio 0.7124 0.5346 0.2571 0.7432 0.5735 0.1463 +4.32%, +7.27%, -43.09%
kNN 0.7341 0.5581 0.1423 0.7623 0.5946 0.0976 +3.84%, +6.54%, -31.41%
4.3 Text Categorization
The experimental setup consisted of four datasets. The first data set contains 23,115 ACM abstract
articles collected from the ACM digital library. The ACM articles are classified according to
the ACM computing classification system into five main categories: general literature, hardware,
computer systems organization, software, and data. The second data set has 12,902 documents
from the Reuters 21578 dataset. There are 9,603 documents in the training set and 3,299 documents
in the test set. Out of the 5 category sets, the topic category set contains 135 categories, but only
90 categories have at least one document in the training set. These 90 categories were used in
the experiment. The third dataset consisted of 361 samples from the Brown corpus [70]. Each
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Table 4.7: Text Categorization Improvement using Conceptual Term Frequency (weightctf )
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
Micro Macro Avg Micro Macro Avg
Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error
Reuters
SVM 0.9023 0.7421 0.0871 0.9143 0.8176 0.0647 +1.32%, +10.17%, -25.71%
NB 0.8132 0.6127 0.2754 0.8652 0.7524 0.0925 +6.39%, +22.8%, -66.41%
Rocchio 0.8543 0.6513 0.1632 0.8814 0.7689 0.0874 +3.17%, +18.05%, -46.44%
kNN 0.8736 0.6865 0.1074 0.8975 0.7936 0.0731 +2.73%, +15.60%, -31.93%
ACM
SVM 0.6851 0.4973 0.1782 0.7428 0.6475 0.1458 +8.42%, +30.21%, -18.1%
NB 0.6134 0.4135 0.4215 0.6831 0.5914 0.2536 +11.3%, +43.03%, -39.83%
Rocchio 0.6327 0.4826 0.2733 0.6937 0.6073 0.1847 +9.64%, +25.85%, -32.41%
kNN 0.6543 0.4952 0.2103 0.7132 0.6289 0.1645 +9.0% , +27.0%, -21.77%
Brown
SVM 0.8537 0.6143 0.1134 0.8892 0.7641 0.0742 +4.15%, +24.39%, -34.56%
NB 0.7864 0.5071 0.3257 0.8357 0.6985 0.1385 +6.26%, +37.74%, -57.47%
Rocchio 0.8067 0.5728 0.2413 0.8611 0.7162 0.0926 +6.74%, +25.04%, -61.62%
kNN 0.8291 0.5934 0.1256 0.8753 0.7483 0.0883 +5.57%, +26.11%, -29.69%
Newsgroups
SVM 0.7951 0.5923 0.1325 0.8536 0.7143 0.0835 +7.357%, +20.59%, -36.98%
NB 0.7023 0.4975 0.3621 0.7824 0.6524 0.1683 +11.40%, +31.13%, -53.52%
Rocchio 0.7124 0.5346 0.2571 0.7968 0.6872 0.0862 +11.84%, +28.54%, -66.4%
kNN 0.7341 0.5581 0.1423 0.8137 0.6953 0.0851 +10.84%, +24.58%, -62.15%
sample has 2000+ words. The Brown corpus main categories used in the experiment were: press:
reportage, press: reviews, religion, skills and hobbies, popular lore, belles-letters, learned, fiction:
science, fiction: romance, and humor. The fourth dataset consists of 20,000 messages collected
from 20 Usenet newsgroups.
For each dataset, stop words are removed from the concepts that are extracted by the proposed
model. The extracted concepts are stemmed using the Porter stemmer algorithm [7]. Concepts
are used to build standard normalized feature vectors using the standard vector space model for
document representation.
The concept-based weights which are calculated by the concept-based model are used to com-
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Table 4.8: Text Categorization Improvement using Concept-based Statistical Analyzer (weightstat)
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
Micro Macro Avg Micro Macro Avg
Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error
Reuters
SVM 0.9023 0.7421 0.0871 0.9254 0.8521 0.0523 +2.56%, +14.82%, -39.95%
NB 0.8132 0.6127 0.2754 0.8963 0.7843 0.0674 +10.21%, +27.97%, -72.62%
Rocchio 0.8543 0.6513 0.1632 0.9052 0.8062 0.0625 +5.95%, +23.78%, -61.7%
kNN 0.8736 0.6865 0.1074 0.9174 0.8153 0.0541 +5.01%, +18.76%, -49.62%
ACM
SVM 0.6851 0.4973 0.1782 0.7621 0.6854 0.1264 +11.23%, +37.82%, -87.36%
NB 0.6134 0.4135 0.4215 0.7063 0.6213 0.2064 +15.14%, +37.87%, -79.36%
Rocchio 0.6327 0.4826 0.2733 0.7248 0.6457 0.1537 +14.55%, +33.79%, -43.76%
kNN 0.6543 0.4952 0.2103 0.7415 0.6821 0.1325 +13.32%, +37.74%, -36.99%
Brown
SVM 0.8537 0.6143 0.1134 0.9037 0.8054 0.0637 +5.85%, +31.10%, -43.82%
NB 0.7864 0.5071 0.3257 0.8461 0.7613 0.0891 +7.95%, +50.12%, -72.64%
Rocchio 0.8067 0.5728 0.2413 0.8837 0.7824 0.0765 +9.54%, +36.59%, -68.29%
kNN 0.8291 0.5934 0.1256 0.8965 0.7965 0.0652 +8.12%, +34.22%, -48.08%
Newsgroups
SVM 0.7951 0.5923 0.1325 0.8723 0.7835 0.0534 +9.7%, +32.28%, -59.69%
NB 0.7023 0.4975 0.3621 0.8134 0.7253 0.0721 +15.81%, +45.78%, -80.08%
Rocchio 0.7124 0.5346 0.2571 0.8503 0.7481 0.0683 +19.35%, +39.93%, -73.43%
kNN 0.7341 0.5581 0.1423 0.8647 0.7524 0.0542 +17.79%, +34.81%, -56.44%
pute a document-concept matrix between documents and concepts as shown in Figure(4.6). Four
standard document categorization techniques are chosen for testing the effect of the concepts on
categorization quality: (1) Support Vector Machine (SVM), (2)Rocchio, (3) Naive Bayesian (NB),
and (4) k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN). These techniques are used as binary classifiers in which they
recognize documents from one specific topic against all other topics. This setup was repeated for
every topic.
In order to evaluate the quality of the text categorization, three widely used evaluation measures
in document categorization and retrieval literatures are computed with 5-fold cross validation for
each classifier. These measures are the Macro-averaged performance F1 measure (the harmonic
mean of precision and recall), the Micro-averaged performance F1 measure, and the error rate.
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Figure 4.6: Concept-based Model For Text Categorization
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Table 4.9: Text Categorization Improvement using Conceptual Ontological Graph (weightCOG)
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
Micro Macro Avg Micro Macro Avg
Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error
Reuters
SVM 0.9023 0.7421 0.0871 0.9173 0.8362 0.0634 +1.66%, +12.68%, -27.21%
NB 0.8132 0.6127 0.2754 0.8842 0.7581 0.0825 +8.73%, +23.73%, -74.94%
Rocchio 0.8543 0.6513 0.1632 0.8963 0.7826 0.0716 +4.91%, +20.15%, -56.12%
kNN 0.8736 0.6865 0.1074 0.9125 0.8043 0.0634 +4.45%, +17.15%, -40.96%
ACM
SVM 0.6851 0.4973 0.1782 0.7835 0.7163 0.1162 +14.36%, +44.03%, -34.79%
NB 0.6134 0.4135 0.4215 0.7142 0.6542 0.1875 +16.43%, +58.21%, -55.51%
Rocchio 0.6327 0.4826 0.2733 0.7356 0.6621 0.1246 +16.26%, +37.19%, -54.40%
kNN 0.6543 0.4952 0.2103 0.7629 0.7063 0.1143 +16.59%, +17.95%, -45.64%
Brown
SVM 0.8537 0.6143 0.1134 0.9164 0.8326 0.0521 +7.34%, +35.53%, -54.05%
NB 0.7864 0.5071 0.3257 0.8655 0.7754 0.0746 +10.05%, +52.90%, -77.09%
Rocchio 0.8067 0.5728 0.2413 0.8943 0.8062 0.0653 +10.85%, +40.74%, -72.93%
kNN 0.8291 0.5934 0.1256 0.9015 0.8174 0.0547 + 8.73%, +37.74%, -40.19%
Newsgroups
SVM 0.7951 0.5923 0.1325 0.8614 0.7762 0.0752 + 8.33%, +31.04%, -43.24%
NB 0.7023 0.4975 0.3621 0.8053 0.7041 0.0874 +14.66%, +41.52%, -75.86%
Rocchio 0.7124 0.5346 0.2571 0.8362 0.7365 0.0846 +17.37%, +37.76%, -67.09%
kNN 0.7341 0.5581 0.1423 0.8451 0.7416 0.0835 +15.12%, +32.87%, -41.32%
Recall that in binary classification (relevant/not relevant), the following quantities are consid-
ered:
• p+ = the number of relevant documents, classified as relevant.
• p− = the number of relevant documents, classified as not relevant.
• n− = the number of not relevant documents, classified as not relevant.
• n+ = the number of not relevant documents, classified as relevant.
Obviously, the total number of documents N is equal to:
N = p+ + n+ + p− + n− (4.6)
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Table 4.10: Text Categorization Improvement using Concept-based Combined Model (weightcomb)
DataSet Single-Term Concept-based
Improvement
Micro Macro Avg Micro Macro Avg
Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error Avg(F1) Avg(F1) Error
Reuters
SVM 0.9023 0.7421 0.0871 0.9512 0.8953 0.0121 +5.41%, +20.64%, -86.10%
NB 0.8132 0.6127 0.2754 0.9073 0.8462 0.0342 +11.57%, +38.11%, -87.58%
Rocchio 0.8543 0.6513 0.1632 0.9136 0.8574 0.0231 +6.94%, +31.64%, -85.84%
kNN 0.8736 0.6865 0.1074 0.9457 0.8722 0.0122 +8.25%, +27.05%, -88.64%
ACM
SVM 0.6851 0.4973 0.1782 0.8975 0.8263 0.0532 +31.00%, +66.15%, -70.14%
NB 0.6134 0.4135 0.4215 0.8423 0.7964 0.0641 +37.31%, +92.59%, -84.79%
Rocchio 0.6327 0.4826 0.2733 0.8726 0.7935 0.0635 +37.91%, +64.42%, -76.76%
kNN 0.6543 0.4952 0.2103 0.8901 0.8071 0.0542 +36.03%, +62.98%, -74.22%
Brown
SVM 0.8537 0.6143 0.1134 0.9352 0.8753 0.0211 + 9.54%, +42.48%, -81.39%
NB 0.7864 0.5071 0.3257 0.9067 0.8372 0.0341 +15.29%, +65.09%, -89.53%
Rocchio 0.8067 0.5728 0.2413 0.9135 0.8465 0.0243 +13.23%, +47.78%, -89.92%
kNN 0.8291 0.5934 0.1256 0.9274 0.8621 0.0213 +11.85%, +45.28%, -83.04%
Newsgroups
SVM 0.7951 0.5923 0.1325 0.9254 0.8573 0.0221 +16.38%, +44.74%, -83.32%
NB 0.7023 0.4975 0.3621 0.8921 0.8026 0.0343 +27.02%, +61.32%, -90.52%
Rocchio 0.7124 0.5346 0.2571 0.8935 0.8059 0.0324 +25.42%, +50.74%, -87.39%
kNN 0.7341 0.5581 0.1423 0.9148 0.8524 0.0233 +24.61%, +52.73%, -83.62%









The F −measureα is defined as:
Fα =
(1 + α) ∗ P ∗R
(α ∗ P ) + R (4.9)
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Generally, the Macro-averaged measure is determined by first computing the performance mea-
sures per category and then averaging these to compute the global mean. The Micro-averaged
measure which is determined by first computing the totals p+, p−, n+, and n− for all categories
and then use these totals to compute the performance measures. Micro-averaged gives equal weight
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Figure 4.12: Categorization Range of Improvements (Error)
Table 4.11: Text Retrieval Improvement using Concept-based Term Frequency (weighttf )
DataSet Search Baseline Concept-based
ImprovementEngine
bpref P(10) MAP bpref P(10) MAP
TREC 7(351-400)
Lucene 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.3287 0.5283 0.3265 +31.16%, +8.70%, +34.86%
Terrier 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.3594 0.5649 0.3561 +43.41%, +16.23%, +47.08%
TREC 8(401- 450)
Lucene 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.3174 0.5437 0.3219 +12.43%, +9.61%, +13.30%
Terrier 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.3562 0.5612 0.3476 +26.17%, +13.14%, +22.35%
Reuters
Lucene 0.3411 0.5843 0.3361 0.4583 0.7724 0.4357 +34.35%, +32.19%, +29.63%
Terrier 0.3272 0.5831 0.3152 0.4269 0.7586 0.4182 +30.47%, +30.09%, +32.67%
Cranfield
Lucene 0.3262 0.5471 0.3312 0.4136 0.7415 0.4283 +26.79%, +35.53%, +29.31%
Terrier 0.3143 0.5253 0.3254 0.4597 0.7264 0.4019 +46.26%, +38.28%, +23.50%
NPL
Lucene 0.2357 0.4835 0.2246 0.3027 0.5927 0.2964 +28.42%, +22.58%, +31.96%
Terrier 0.2241 0.4712 0.2135 0.2781 0.5618 0.2763 +24.09%, +19.22%, +29.41%
Med
Lucene 0.5062 0.7429 0.5183 0.5734 0.8473 0.5864 +13.27%, +14.05%, +13.13%
Terrier 0.5134 0.7635 0.5294 0.5927 0.8591 0.5935 +15.44%, +12.52%, +12.10%
CISI
Lucene 0.2132 0.4537 0.2051 0.3086 0.5382 0.3164 +44.74%, +18.62%, +54.26%
Terrier 0.2246 0.4612 0.2216 0.3259 0.5617 0.3375 +45.10%, +21.79%, +52.30%
LISA
Lucene 0.3472 0.5742 0.3561 0.4283 0.6741 0.4537 +23.35%, +17.39%, +27.40%
Terrier 0.3435 0.5618 0.3458 0.4175 0.6493 0.4068 +21.54%, +15.57%, +17.64%
CACM
Lucene 0.4276 0.6217 0.4025 0.5361 0.7529 0.5147 +25.37%, +21.10%, +27.87%
Terrier 0.4352 0.6359 0.4308 0.5492 0.7841 0.5386 +26.19%, +23.30%, +25.02%
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Table 4.12: Text Retrieval Improvement using Conceptual Term Frequency (weightctf )
DataSet Search Baseline Concept-based
ImprovementEngine
bpref P(10) MAP bpref P(10) MAP
TREC 7(351-400)
Lucene 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.4193 0.6142 0.3742 +67.31%, +26.37%, +54.56%
Terrier 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.4275 0.6583 0.3958 +70.59%, +35.45%, +63.48%
TREC 8(401- 450)
Lucene 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.4367 0.5972 0.4497 +54.69%, +20.40%, +58.28%
Terrier 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.4592 0.6148 0.4635 +62.66%, +23.95%, +63.14%
Reuters
Lucene 0.3411 0.5843 0.3361 0.5617 0.8574 0.5432 +64.67%, +46.73%, +61.6%
Terrier 0.3272 0.5831 0.3152 0.5223 0.8261 0.5137 +59.62%, +41.67%, +62.97%
Cranfield
Lucene 0.3262 0.5471 0.3312 0.5379 0.8156 0.5362 +64.89%, +49.07%, +61.89%
Terrier 0.3143 0.5253 0.3254 0.5126 0.7943 0.5284 +63.09%, +51.20%, +62.38%
NPL
Lucene 0.2357 0.4835 0.2246 0.3752 0.6742 0.3628 +59.18%, +39.44%, +61.53%
Terrier 0.2241 0.4712 0.2135 0.3594 0.6358 0.3574 +60.37%, +34.93%, +67.40%
Med
Lucene 0.5062 0.7429 0.5183 0.6528 0.9036 0.6539 +28.96%, +21.63%, +26.16%
Terrier 0.5134 0.7635 0.5294 0.6749 0.9125 0.6824 +31.45%, +19.51%, +28.90%
CISI
Lucene 0.2132 0.4537 0.2051 0.3952 0.6835 0.3928 +85.36%, +50.65%, +91.51%
Terrier 0.2246 0.4612 0.2216 0.4258 0.6942 0.4156 +89.58%, +50.52%, +87.54%
LISA
Lucene 0.3472 0.5742 0.3561 0.5176 0.7928 0.5268 +49.07%, +38.07%, +47.93%
Terrier 0.3435 0.5618 0.3458 0.4925 0.7853 0.5073 +43.37%, +39.78%, +46.70%
CACM
Lucene 0.4276 0.6217 0.4025 0.5736 0.8625 0.5638 +34.14%, +38.73%, +40.07%
Terrier 0.4352 0.6359 0.4308 0.5924 0.8874 0.5872 +36.12%, +39.55%, +36.30%
4.4 Text Retrieval
The experimental setup consists of eight document collections. The first document collection con-
tains 528,155 documents from the TREC document collection run on disks 4 and 5, not including
the congressional record subcollection. The testing was performed using TREC 7(351-400) and
TREC 8(401- 450) topics over the TREC collection. The second collection has 12,902 documents
from the Reuters 21578 dataset. There are 9,603 documents in the training set and 3,299 docu-
ments in the test set. Out of the 5 category sets, the topic category set contains 135 categories, but
only 95 categories have at least one document in the training set. These 95 categories were used in
the experiments as queries. The third collection is the CRAN set of 1,398 aerodynamics abstracts
with 225 queries from the Cranfield collection. The fourth collections is the LISA (Library and
Information Science Abstracts) set of 5,872 abstracts with 35 queries. The fifth collection consists
of 11,429 document titles with 93 queries from the NPL (also known as the VASWANI) set. The
sixth collection is the Med (Medline) set of 1,033 articles with 30 queries from a medical journal.
The seventh collection is the CISI set of 1,460 documents with 112 queries. The eighth collection
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Table 4.13: Text Retrieval Improvement using Concept-based Statistical Analyzer (weightstat)
DataSet Search Baseline Concept-based
ImprovementEngine
bpref P(10) MAP bpref P(10) MAP
TREC 7(351-400)
Lucene 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.4537 0.6914 0.4378 +81.04%, +42.26%, +80.83%
Terrier 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.4621 0.7083 0.4492 +84.39%, +45.74%, +85.54%
TREC 8(401- 450)
Lucene 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.4755 0.6852 0.4761 +68.43%, +38.14%, +67.58%
Terrier 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.4867 0.6913 0.4852 +72.40%, +39.37%, +70.78%
Reuters
Lucene 0.3411 0.5843 0.3361 0.6034 0.9012 0.5873 +76.89%, +54.23%, +74.73%
Terrier 0.3272 0.5831 0.3152 0.5862 0.8943 0.5624 +79.15%, +53.36%, +78.42%
Cranfield
Lucene 0.3262 0.5471 0.3312 0.5622 0.8975 0.5623 +72.34%, +64.04%, +69.77%
Terrier 0.3143 0.5253 0.3254 0.5581 0.8749 0.5467 +77.56%, +66.55%, +68%
NPL
Lucene 0.2357 0.4835 0.2246 0.4371 0.7264 0.4362 +85.44%, +50.23%, +94.21%
Terrier 0.2241 0.4712 0.2135 0.4289 0.7083 0.4275 +91.38%, +50.31%, >+100%
Med
Lucene 0.5062 0.7429 0.5183 0.7724 0.9521 0.7862 +52.58%, +28.15%, +51.68%
Terrier 0.5134 0.7635 0.5294 0.7863 0.9574 0.7935 +53.15%, +25.39%, +49.88%
CISI
Lucene 0.2132 0.4537 0.2051 0.4652 0.7543 0.4621 >+100%, +66.25%, >+100%
Terrier 0.2246 0.4612 0.2216 0.4831 0.7629 0.4857 >+100%, +65.41%, >+100%
LISA
Lucene 0.3472 0.5742 0.3561 0.5623 0.8921 0.5627 +61.95%, +55.36%, +58.01%
Terrier 0.3435 0.5618 0.3458 0.5462 0.8765 0.5436 +59.01%, +56.01%, +57.2%
CACM
Lucene 0.4276 0.6217 0.4025 0.6473 0.9074 0.6286 +51.37%, +45.95%, +56.17%
Terrier 0.4352 0.6359 0.4308 0.6582 0.9105 0.6491 +51.24%, +43.18%, +50.67%
is the CACM set of 3,204 titles and abstracts with 64 queries from the CACM journal.
For each dataset, stop words are removed from the concepts that are extracted by the proposed
model. The extracted concepts are stemmed using the Porter stemmer algorithm [7]. These
concepts are indexed as fields associated to their documents for the text retrieval purpose. These
concepts are used to build concept-based index for each document. Two popular information
retrieval systems are chosen for testing the effect on the search result between the concept-based
index and the traditional index of a document content: Lucene search engine [73] and Terrier
retrieval platform [74] as shown in Figure(4.13).
Most of the retrieval evaluation measures are derived in some way from recall and precision.
Precision is the proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant, and recall is the proportion
of relevant documents that are retrieved [33].





Figure 4.13: Concept-based Model For Text Retrieval
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Table 4.14: Text Retrieval Improvement using Conceptual Ontological Graph (weightCOG)
DataSet Search Baseline Concept-based
ImprovementEngine
bpref P(10) MAP bpref P(10) MAP
TREC 7(351-400)
Lucene 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.4412 0.6725 0.4253 +76.05%, +38.37%, +75.67%
Terrier 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.4533 0.6937 0.4327 +80.88%, +42.73%, +78.72%
TREC 8(401- 450)
Lucene 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.4816 0.7031 0.4852 +70.59%, +41.75%, +70.78%
Terrier 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.4924 0.7115 0.4973 +74.42%, +43.44%, +75.04%
Reuters
Lucene 0.3411 0.5843 0.3361 0.5837 0.8955 0.5468 +71.12%, +53.26%, +62.68%
Terrier 0.3272 0.5831 0.3152 0.5514 0.8745 0.5157 +68.52%, +49.97%, +63.61%
Cranfield
Lucene 0.3262 0.5471 0.3312 0.5743 0.9023 0.5761 +76.05%, +64.92%, +73.94%
Terrier 0.3143 0.5253 0.3254 0.5651 0.8875 0.5673 +79.8%, +68.95%, +74.33%
NPL
Lucene 0.2357 0.4835 0.2246 0.4582 0.7358 0.4517 +94.39%, +52.18%, >+100%
Terrier 0.2241 0.4712 0.2135 0.4391 0.7264 0.4236 +95.93%, +54.15%, +98.40%
Med
Lucene 0.5062 0.7429 0.5183 0.7535 0.9463 0.7619 +48.85%, +27.37%, +46.99%
Terrier 0.5134 0.7635 0.5294 0.7613 0.9518 0.7842 +48.28%, +24.66%, +48.12%
CISI
Lucene 0.2132 0.4537 0.2051 0.4316 0.7152 0.4305 >+100%, +57.63%, >+100%
Terrier 0.2246 0.4612 0.2216 0.4527 0.7236 0.4417 >+100%, +56.89%, +99.32%
LISA
Lucene 0.3472 0.5742 0.3561 0.5837 0.9105 0.5886 +68.11%, +58.56%, +65.29%
Terrier 0.3435 0.5618 0.3458 0.5741 0.9032 0.5793 +67.13%, +60.76%, +67.52%
CACM
Lucene 0.4276 0.6217 0.4025 0.6538 0.9228 0.6417 +52.89%, +48.43%, +59.42%
Terrier 0.4352 0.6359 0.4308 0.6702 0.9345 0.6539 +53.99%, +46.95%, +51.78%
and





• Nr is the number of relevant records retrieved,
• T is the total number of irrelevant and relevant records retrieved, and
• Tr is the total number of relevant records in the database.
In order to evaluate the quality of the text retrieval, three widely used evaluation measures in
information retrieval literature are adopted. These measures are the precision at 10 documents re-
trieved P(10) [34], the preference measure, bpref, which is a function of the number of times judged
non-relevant documents are retrieved before relevant documents [34], and the mean uninterpolated
average precision (MAP) [34].
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Table 4.15: Text Retrieval Improvement using Concept-based Combined Model (weightcomb)
DataSet Search Baseline Concept-based
ImprovementEngine
bpref P(10) MAP bpref P(10) MAP
TREC 7(351-400)
Lucene 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.5312 0.7613 0.5263 >+100%, +56.64%, >+100%
Terrier 0.2506 0.4860 0.2421 0.5461 0.7821 0.5312 >+100%, +60.92%, >+100%
TREC 8(401- 450)
Lucene 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.5713 0.7932 0.5742 >+100%, +59.91%, >+100%
Terrier 0.2823 0.4960 0.2841 0.5822 0.8041 0.5872 >+100%, +62.11%, >+100%
Reuters
Lucene 0.3411 0.5843 0.3361 0.6522 0.9115 0.6452 +91.20%, +55.99%, +91.96%
Terrier 0.3272 0.5831 0.3152 0.6351 0.9042 0.6273 +94.10%, +55.06%, +99.01%
Cranfield
Lucene 0.3262 0.5471 0.3312 0.6831 0.9122 0.6851 >+100%, +66.73%, >+100%
Terrier 0.3143 0.5253 0.3254 0.6752 0.8924 0.6792 >+100%, +69.88%, >+100%
NPL
Lucene 0.2357 0.4835 0.2246 0.5813 0.8723 0.5738 >+100%, +80.41%, >+100%
Terrier 0.2241 0.4712 0.2135 0.5746 0.8514 0.5427 >+100%, +80.68%, >+100%
Med
Lucene 0.5062 0.7429 0.5183 0.8347 0.9572 0.8526 +64.89%, +28.84%, +64.49%
Terrier 0.5134 0.7635 0.5294 0.8525 0.9643 0.8793 +66.04%, +26.29%, +66.09%
CISI
Lucene 0.2132 0.4537 0.2051 0.5643 0.8481 0.5627 >+100%, +86.92%, >+100%
Terrier 0.2246 0.4612 0.2216 0.5827 0.8659 0.5814 >+100%, +87.74%, >+100%
LISA
Lucene 0.3472 0.5742 0.3561 0.6725 0.9423 0.6732 +93.69%, +64.1%, +89.04%
Terrier 0.3435 0.5618 0.3458 0.6543 0.9215 0.6585 +90.48%, +64.02%, +90.42%
CACM
Lucene 0.4276 0.6217 0.4025 0.7512 0.9426 0.7351 +75.678%, +51.61%, +82.63%
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Figure 4.19: Retrieval Range of Improvements (MAP)
4.5 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the improvements of the evaluation measures achieved by the concept-
based model compared to the traditional techniques in text clustering, categorization and retrieval.
4.5.1 Text Clustering Results
In text clustering experiments, the aim is to maximize the F-measure, and minimize the Entropy
of clusters to achieve high quality clustering. As shown in Table(4.1) for the concept-based term
frequency weighttf weighting, Table(4.2) for the conceptual term frequency weightctf weighting,
Table(4.3) for the concept-based statistical analyzer weightstat, Table(4.4) for the COG represen-
tation weightcog weighting, and Table(4.5) for the combined model weighting, the ward and the
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complete linkages were used as the cluster distance measures for the HAC method since they tend
to produce tight clusters with small diameter. A document-to-cluster similarity threshold of 0.3
was used in the single pass clustering method. A k of 5 and a cluster similarity threshold of 0.35
were used in the k-NN method. The parameters chosen for the different algorithms were the ones
that produced best results.
For the concept-based term frequency (weighttf ), the percentage of improvement ranges from
+6.31% to +67.94% increase in the F-measure quality, and -29.56% to -64.67% drop in Entropy
(lower is better for Entropy).
For the conceptual term frequency (weightctf ), the percentage of improvement ranges from
+23.37% to (above 100%) increase in the F-measure quality, and -62.65% to -82.96% drop in
Entropy.
For the concept-based statistical analyzer (weightstat), the percentage of improvement ranges
from +27.93% to (above 100%) increase in the F-measure quality, and -62.7% to -95.68% drop in
Entropy.
For the conceptual ontological graph (weightCOG), the percentage of improvement ranges from
+26.41% to (above 100%) increase in the F-measure quality, and -77.10% to -96.62% drop in
Entropy.
For the combined model weightcomb between the concept-based statistical analyzer and the
COG representation , the percentage of improvement ranges from +29.73% to (above 100%) in-
crease in the F-measure quality, and -89.27% to -98.33% drop in Entropy.
It is shown that the HAC clustering with the ward linkage has the best performance. Moreover,
the HAC clustering with the complete linkage performance is close to the k-NN clustering perfor-
mance. It is known that Single Pass clustering is very sensitive to noise; that is why it has the
worst performance. However, when the concept-based similarity was introduced using the com-
bined weighting scheme among the concept-based statistical analyzer and the COG representation
































Figure 4.21: Standard Deviation (Entropy)
Figures (4.2,4.3) show the average of the F-Measure and Entropy over the entire datasets.
Figures (4.2,4.3) illustrate the improvement of text clustering using (1) concept-based term fre-
quency weighttf , (2) conceptual term frequency weightctf , (3) concept-based statistical analyzer
weightstat, (4) COG representation weightcog, and (5) combined model of the concept-based sta-
tistical analyzer and the COG representation. Figures (4.4,4.5) show the range of improvement
of F-Measure and Entropy over the entire clustering techniques. To show the significance of the
concept-based model in text clustering, Figures (4.20,4.21) show that the standard deviation is
improved by using the concept-based model. Further details about the results of each clustering
technique for each dataset can be found in the appendix.
It is illustrated that weighttf outperforms the single-weighting. In addition, the weightctf
weighting scheme is more accurate than the weighttf weighting when it comes to calculate the
concept-based relations between documents. The combined model weightcombined between the
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weightstat and weightcog weighting schemes can accurately measure the importance of a concept
at the sentence and document levels which leads to enhance the clustering quality substantially.
4.5.2 Text Categorization Results
In text categorization experiments, the intention is to maximize Macro-averaged F1 and Micro-
averaged F1 and minimize the error rate measures to achieve high quality in text categorization.
The popular SVMlight implementation [75] is used with parameter C = 1000 (tradeoff between
training error and margin). A k of 25 is used in the kNN method as illustrated in Tables(4.6,4.7,
4.8,4.9 and 4.10). The parameters chosen for the different algorithms were the ones that pro-
duced best results. It is illustrated that the entire concept-based weighting outperforms the
single-weighting. Moreover, the weightcomb has the best performance over the other concept-based
weighings.
The results listed in Tables(4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10) show the improvement on the cat-
egorization quality obtained by the (1) concept-based term frequency weighttf , (2) conceptual
term frequency weightctf , (3) concept-based statistical analyzer weightstat, (4) COG representa-
tion weightcog, and (5) combined model of the concept-based statistical analyzer and the COG
representation.
For the concept-based term frequency (weighttf ), the percentage of improvement ranges from
+0.12% to +6.77% increase (higher is better) in the Micro-averaged F1 quality and from +4.98%
to +26.16% increase (higher is better) in the Macro-averaged F1 quality, and -7.29% to -44.73%
drop (lower is better) in the error rate as shown in Table(4.6).
For the conceptual term frequency (weightctf ), the percentage of improvement ranges from
+1.32% to +11.84% increase (higher is better) in the Micro-averaged F1 quality and from +10.17%
to +43.03% increase (higher is better) in the Macro-averaged F1 quality, and -18.1% to -66.4%
drop (lower is better) in the error rate as shown in Table(4.7).
For the concept-based statistical analyzer (weightstat), the percentage of improvement ranges
from +2.56% to +19.35% increase (higher is better) in the Micro-averaged F1 quality and from
+14.82% to +50.12% increase (higher is better) in the Macro-averaged F1 quality, and -39.95% to
-80.08% drop (lower is better) in the error rate as shown in Table(4.8).
For the conceptual ontological graph (weightCOG), the percentage of improvement ranges from
+12.68% to +58.21% increase in the Macro-averaged F1 quality and from +1.66% to 17.37+%
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increase in the Micro-averaged F1 quality, and -27.21% to -77.09% drop (lower is better) in the
error rate as shown in Table(4.9).
For the combined model weightcomb between the concept-based statistical analyzer and the
COG representation, the percentage of improvement ranges from +20.64% to +92.59% increase in
the Macro-averaged F1 quality and from +5.41% to +37.91% increase in the Micro-averaged F1

















































Figure 4.24: Standard Deviation (Error)
Figures (4.8,4.7,4.9) show the average of the F-Macro, F-Micro and error over the entire
datasets. Figures (4.8,4.7,4.9) illustrate the improvement of text categorization using (1) concept-
based term frequency weighttf , (2) conceptual term frequency weightctf , (3) concept-based sta-
tistical analyzer weightstat, (4) COG representation weightcog, and (5) combined model of the
concept-based statistical analyzer and the COG representation. Figures(4.11,4.10,4.12) show the
range of improvement of F-Macro, F-Micro, and Error over the entire categorization techniques.
To show the significance of the concept-based model in text categorization, Figures (4.22,4.23,4.24)
show that the standard deviation is improved by using the concept-based model. Further details
about the results of each categorization technique for each dataset can be found in the appendix.
4.5.3 Text Retrieval Results
In text retrieval experiments, the intention is to maximize the bpref, P(10), and MAP measures
to achieve high quality text retrieval.
For the concept-based term frequency (weighttf ), the percentage of improvement ranges from
+12.43% to +46.26% increase in the bpref, from +8.7% to +38.28% increase in the P(10), and
from +12.1% to +54.26% increase in the MAP, as shown in Table(4.11).
For the conceptual term frequency (weightctf ), the percentage of improvement ranges from
+28.96% to +89.58% increase in the bpref, from +20.4% to +51.2% increase in the P(10), and
from +26.16% to +91.51% increase in the MAP, as shown in Table(4.12).
For the concept-based statistical analyzer (weightstat), the percentage of improvement ranges
from +51.24% to (above 100%) increase in the bpref, from +25.39% to +66.55% increase in the
P(10), and from +49.88% to (above 100%) increase in the MAP, as shown in Table(4.13).
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For the conceptual ontological graph (weightCOG), the percentage of improvement ranges from
+48.28% to (above 100%) increase in the bpref, from +24.66% to +68.95% increase in the P(10),
and from +46.99% to (above 100%) increase in the MAP, as shown in Table(4.14).
For the combined model weightcomb between the concept-based statistical analyzer and the
COG representation, the percentage of improvement ranges from +64.89% to (above 100%) in-
crease in the bpref, from +28.84% to +87.74% increase in the P(10), and from +64.49% to (above
















































Figure 4.27: Standard Deviation (MAP)
Figures (4.14,4.15,4.16) show the average of the bpref, P10 and MAP over the entire datasets.
Figures (4.14,4.15,4.16) show that both Lucene and Terrier retrieval systems provides higher rele-
vance score for the concept-based index than the score of the regular document index by Lucene
and Terrier search engines using (1) concept-based term frequency weighttf , (2) conceptual term
frequency weightctf , (3) concept-based statistical analyzer weightstat, (4) COG representation
weightcog, and (5) combined model of the concept-based statistical analyzer and the COG repre-
sentation.
Figures((4.17,4.18,4.19)) show the range of improvements of the concept-based model over the
text retrieval engines. To show the significance of the concept-based model in text retrieval, Figures
(4.25,4.26,4.27) show that the standard deviation is improved by using the concept-based model.
Further details about the results of each retrieval technique for each dataset can be found in the
appendix.
4.5.4 Observations and Conclusions
As shown in Figures(from A.1 to A.26) in tect clustering, categorization and retrieval, there is a
common pattern that the weighttf outperforms that single-term weighting. The weightctf outper-
forms weighttf . The weightstat and weightcog outperforms weightctf . The weightstat and weightcog
outperforms each other interchangeably. The weightcomb outperforms the weightstat and weightcog.
The weighttf outperforms single-term weighting because the weighttf captures the important
terms in a document instead of using the entire terms. However, the weighttf lacks the importance
of a term on the sentence level. Thus, the weightctf is more accurate than the weighttf . The
weightstat and weightcog outperforms weightctf and weighttf due to the fact that both weightstat
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and weightcog combines between the term frequency and conceptual term frequency that reflects
the term analysis on the sentence and document levels.
In text clustering and categorization as shown in Figures(from A.1 to A.20), the weighting
of the concept-based statistical analyzer outperforms the weighting of the COG representation in
the cases of the Reuters and Newsgroups datasets. On the other hand, the COG representation
weighting outperforms the concept-based statistical analyzer in the cases of the ACM and the
Brown datasets. This is due to the fact that sentences in Reuters and Newsgroups are shorter
(with respect to number of words) than sentences in the ACM and the Brown datasets. Statistical
analyzer performs better than the COG representation in short sentences as their writers tend
to associate more than one verb to the same term. This association increases the frequency of
the semantic roles to the same term captured by the statistical analyzer. On the other hand, the
conceptual ontological graph outperforms the statistical analyzer in long sentences as their writers
tend to mention the most important term in the sentence once to emphasize on the term. In
this case, The COG representation captures the important term based on the incoming and the
outgoing links to its node in the COG representation. The weighting (weightcombined) of both the
concept-based statistical analyzer and the COG representation outperforms the weighting of each
one individually as it combines between both weighings.
4.6 Summary
Extensive comparisons between weighttf , weightctf , weightstat, weightcog, and weightcombind in
text clustering, categorization, and retrieval are presented in this chapter. It is observed that
using concepts in the text clustering, categorization, and retrieval rather than regular terms,
improves the quality substantially. The reason behind this observation is that concepts are less
sensitive to noise when it comes to calculating similarity between (1) document and document
as in text clustering, (2) document and category as in text categorization, and (3) query and
relevant document as in text retrieval. This is due to the fact that these concepts are originally
extracted by the semantic role labeler and analyzed using two different techniques with respect
to the sentence, document and corpus levels. Thus, the matching among these concepts is less
likely to be found when it come to calculating concept similarity. The results produced by the
proposed concept-based model in text clustering, categorization, and retrieval have higher quality
than those produced by traditional techniques.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Research
5.1 Conclusions
Most of recent text mining systems consider only the presence or the absence of keywords in
text. Statistical analysis of word frequencies is not sufficient for representing the meaning of text.
Concept-based mining is the area targeting the semantics of text rather than word frequencies.
The main contribution of this work lies in the proposed concept-based model which captures and
represents the semantics in text based on concepts. The concept-based model discovers structured
knowledge to be utilized in several applications. The new concept-based model is proposed to
improve the text clustering, categorization, and retrieval qualities. By exploiting the semantic
structure of the sentences in documents, a better text clustering, categorization, and retrieval
results are achieved.
The new concept-based model composed of four components. The first component is the
concept-based statistical analyzer which analyzes the semantic structure of each sentence to cap-
ture the sentence concepts using the conceptual term frequency ctf measure. The second com-
ponent is the conceptual ontological graph (COG). This representation captures the structure of
the sentence semantics represented in the COG hierarchical levels. Such a representation allows
choosing concepts based on their weights which represent the contribution of each concept to the
meaning of the sentence. This leads to perform concept matching and weighting calculations in
each document in a very robust and accurate way. The third component is the concept extractor
which combines the weights of concepts extracted by the concept-based statistical analyzer and
the conceptual ontological graph into one top concept list. The extracted top concepts are used to
build (1) document to document similarity matrix for the purpose of text clustering (2) standard
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normalized feature vectors using the standard vector space model (VSM) for the purpose of text
categorization and (3) concept-based index for the purpose of text retrieval. The fourth compo-
nent is the concept based similarity measure which is capable of perform an accurate calculation
of pair-wise documents. This allows performing concept matching and concept-based similarity
calculations among documents in a very robust and accurate way in text clustering. The quality of
the text clustering, categorization, and retrieval results achieved by the proposed model surpasses
that of traditional weighting approaches significantly.
5.2 Limitation of the Approach
There are number of limitations of the concept-based model. One limitation is that an English
sentence has to be grammatically correct. If an English sentence is not grammatically correct,
then the semantic role labeler may not have an output. Another limitation is that if an English
sentence is extremely short. For example, if a sentence contains only three words. i.e. ”Mike plays
football”. then the subject, verb, and the object will have the same weighting. Though, this is
never happen in regular documents as sentences tend to be much longer.
5.3 Future Work
There are a number of suggestions to extend this work. One direction is to link the presented
work to web document clustering, categorization, and retrieval. The intention is to apply the same
approach on web documents. In this case, a text extraction process is required before applying
the proposed approach to web documents. This direction can open new horizons in many business
applications. For example, clustering stock markets of the users web blogs based on the sentence
meaning can lead to know which stock to buy.
Another future direction is to investigate the usage of WordNet to extract the synonyms,
hypernyms, and hyponyms and their effect on document clustering, categorization, and retrieval
results, compared to that of traditional methods. In this case, the model analyzes terms and
their corresponding synonyms and/or hypernyms on the sentence and document levels. Thus, if
two documents contain different words and these words are semantically related, the model can
measure the semantic-based similarity between the two documents.
Another area for possible future direction is to perform inference in first order logic on the
concepts extracted by the COG representation. At the inference level, the approach takes full
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advantage of the structure of the proposed representation and makes inferences based on predicate
logic. Inference can acquire the basis to understand the meaning of text and deduce new knowledge
from already specified knowledge.
5.4 List of Publications
The work in this thesis has resulted in a number of publications, as well as patents, posters and
software demos, which are listed below.
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A.1 Text Clustering Results
The results illustrated in Figures(A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, A.6, A.7, and A.8) show the improvement



















































































































































































































Figure A.8: kNN Clustering (Entropy)
A.2 Text Categorization Results
The results illustrated in Figures(A.9, A.10, A.11, A.12, A.13, A.14, A.15, A.16, A.17, A.18, A.19,
and A.20) show the improvement on the categorization quality obtained by the concept-based













































































































































































































































































































Figure A.20: kNN Categorization (Error)
A.3 Text Retrieval Results
The results illustrated in Figures(A.23, A.24, A.21, A.22, A.25, and A.26), show the improvement





































































































































Figure A.26: Terrier Search Platform (MAP)
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